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Board ~f ·Reg'ents to· meet - here this ·w.ee ~
by Samantha J. Griffin
NEWS EDITOR

1r·s board's fi~st meeting ar .ucF in three years

A meeting by the Board of Regents at UCF may grant tenure· to three UCF professors.
They ~e: Dr. John Schell, professor in the Departlead to UCF offering a bachelor's degree in film.
The Board of Regents will meet at UCF today and inent ,_of English; Dr. Subir Bose, professor in the
Wednesday and is expected to approve UC F's request Department of Physics; and Dr. Ben Morgan, profesto study the feasibility of offering such a program. It sor in the Dep~rtment of Psychology.
_is the board's first meeting.at UCF,in three years.
UCF will also have to seek approval by this poliey- · . Tenure is a status.granted to a teacher to protect .
making and governing body for th~ State .University him from dismissal except for serio:us Misconduct.
System ifit does decide it wants to offer a B.A in film ~·
Wednesday morning, Orlando Regent Joan Dial
p:roductiQn.
,
. ,
Ruffier
succee.d T. Terrell Sessums as chairman.
Another UCF-related issue that will be dedded on ·
"The whole dayof Tuesday he'll be presiding and
Tuesday by the Doard of Regents is·whether or not to then·on Wedne~day mo~ing he'll hand over the gavel

will

to me," Ruffier said.
Ruffier is famiiiar with the school. Her daughter
recently graduated with degree in business marketing from UCF. r
.

a

She described the Board of Regents saying, "We
are like a Board ·of Directors. We hire university
presidents, appr-ove tenure for professors, and approve all program.s for universities, ·as we.approved
UCF's recent P~:D. in Business program.·"
~

'

~

The Board of Regents .~iµ m~et at~ 10:30 a.m. in
Room A of the Wayne Densch Sports Center starting
August25. The meet~ngs

~re

open to the public.

- Profes_
sor ·.suing
-O~er.·. deni.al. of his
terlure· a.pplicatlqn·
.
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his appl1catioh, "his file_was
arbitrarily held .by the dean
NEW$ EDITOR
until after · the submission
deadline, then fon¥arded with
A UCF professor is suing his newly added negative comcollege .d ean and the Board of ments from Dr. Klock."
Regents after he was denied · Hernand~z writes that a
tenure.
_
representativ~ for DeWitt met
Tenure is a status granted - with the.administr~ti.on. .
- He said the admrm~trabon
to a teacher to protect ltj.m
from dismissal except for seri- agreed to remove all improp- -·
ous misconduct.
erly added materials and forAssociate Professor Robert ward the tenure materials.
Peter DeWitt is suing Dean
Provost Richard Astro, who
Clifford· Eubanks and the re·ceived DeWitt's tenure file
.
Board of Regents for compen- next, called Klock in after
Photo courtesy 01 David Blttl6 _ satory and punitive damages,
"noting a marked slimness in
court costs, and attorney's the DeWitt tenure file," writes ,
Governor's visit
£
·
·
Hernandez.
·
Gov.Bob Martinez poses with members of the Orientation Team during a visit to UCF lastweeK.
e.es.
-'
d
Hernan ez wr.ites t at
In the faculty union newsletter, UCF ch~pter president Klock then told Astro about
David Hernandez writes, "A the removed information. He
· . grave iiljustice has been done said, "This created a direct
to Peter D~Witt by the College breach of the grievance agreeof Business."
ment."
'
Hernandez .said DeWitt ·
Eubanks said, "The settle- ·
received positive recommen- . merit of the grievance never ·
dations for tenure from.his col- specified anythin-g ~bout Dr.
leagues and from ··chairman Klock."
by Joyce Herold
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
David Klock.
Eubanks said he can-under-He
said
De
Witt's
papers
stan
why Astro would call in
"' · Parking accommoClations at a ~om~uter
were- then forwarded ·to the Kloc ·
_university like UCF are as vital to student
dean.
He said, "There was nothing
survival as those notoriou& blue books used in
According to Hernandez,, to alert him that he shouldn't."
Freshman English.
Eubanks said, "Idon'tknow
"Following ·· discussions by
DESCRIPTION OF
FINE
KnoWing the parking rules and regulations·
Dean Eubanks with chair why he's suing me. The proTHE
VIOLATION
·
AM9UM"
may save you time and money.
:Qavid Klock, DeWitt was vost made the decision." ·
PARKING IN It
..·
first, all students, including night student$,
called _in and asked to with- ·. Eubanks<said he . did not · ~
HANDICAP SP_ACE .. .. ..........:............. . $2~.00
who want to park on campus are required to
draw his applicatio~."
· · approve DeWitt's tenure apBLOCKING TRAFFIC.
purchase and place a decal on their vehicle.
he
spoke
with
plication due to a "personnel
Eubanks
said
ROADWAY
...........
.........................
......
$15.00
If you have not done S'o, the parking and
Klock
because
he
felt
he
matter."
traffic department, located next to the univerPARKING IN 24 HR.
•
should.
. He said, "rm sure the fac'ts
RESERVED SPACE ..... .......................... $10.00
sity police station~ will be open this week from
He said he told Klock that will be brought OQ.t. I've
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
PARKING IN SERVICE
he was not going to approve, learned people can make all
A full-year permit costs $13.65. A two-seVEHICLE AREA ................................. ., .$10.00
DeWitt's tenure application.
sorts of allegations."
mester permit is $10.50 or you can pay $5.25 for
UNREGISTERED VEHICLE ........... ;........ $10.00
He
added,
"I
made
the
deciEubanks said, "When the
a one-semester decal.
ANY OTHER
sion
before
I
talked
to
Dr.
facts
are· fully kn~wn in a
You must bring your vehicle registration if
PARKING VIOLATION .... ,..................... $ 3.00
Klock."
court, it will clear the univeryou plan to buy a decal. A driver's license is also
··IF FINE IS NOT PAID WITHIN 7 WORKING DAYS.
required if you intend to write a check.
Eubanks said he never sity."
AN AqDITIONAL $5.00 WILL BE IMPOSED.
Once your car has a decal, students may use
·He said, ~e· only way this
asked DeWitt to withdraw his
the parking facilities designated as "D" lots.
SCOTT/CENTRAL
.
situation can be resolved, is to
application. , . ,
FLORIDA FUTURE
Campus maps with designated student
He said, "I believe Dr. Klock let the courts decide what the
parking -as well as more detailed rules and
advised him to withdraw his facts are.
·
regulations are provided with the purchase of a handicapped people. Decals are available at no' application."
decal.
cost.
Hernandez .said when
Special parking f~cilities are provided for
SEE PARKING PAGE 6 DeWitt declined to withdi:aw
by SomanthoJ.Griffin
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·m ixed
On intemgence
of · students
.
.
by Ghris Richcreek
MANAGIN@ EDITOR

Activists trying' to.
tr9nsplO.nt Gr.een ·
.

We asked 128 UCF lnstru'ctor.s
what they thought about
·
students

1. Do you ·make exams more difficult
when you have a class that you feel is
above-average or exceptional?
Yes: 62(48%) No: 56(44%) ?: 10(8%)

by Colleen Reilly
'COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

More than 1,000 activists, students and professors
met at Hampshire College in July to try something
l"k 1
·
,
'un 1 e y: .
.
To transplant a leftist West German political
movement to the United States.
"We want to change politics from a spectator sport

Has intelligence increased·in the. classroom?
Forty-eight percent of UCF professors who answered a Central Florida Future sQ.rvey said they
have students in their classes that were more intelli2. Do you .feel that most students
into a popular process," explained Howard Hawkins,
gent than t~emselves.
. ,
are eager to learn, as opposed to just
a leader of the American Green Movement.
· Thirty-two percent of the teachers said they made
being in classes ·to pass them and
- ~ .The movement is an offshoot of the untraditional,
exams more difficult when they had a class they felt
get the grade?
. -anti-nuclear, environmental Green Movement in
was above average or exceptional. .
West Germany. The German Greens, who favot disYes: 54 (42%) No: 65 (51.%) ·?: 9 (7%) armament and oppose taking censuses, grew from a
As for students being more intelligent than their
professors, one professor said, "Anyone who thinks
3. Are yo~ disappointed wnen a ·class
late-'70s group of street demonstrators into a major
does not live up to its potential?
political force that now holds seats iii the German ·
otherwise is sho.wing their lack of intelligence."
Five hundred surveys were mailed to UCF profesp·arliament.
...
S?rslastspring. The:CentralFloridaFuture received.
Yes: 127(99%) No: 1(1%)
While attend.arice at the conference ~ncouraged
128 completed surveys, for a return rate of 25.6
4.: Does. the aforementioned happen
the organizers, other observers wondered whether
percent. The suTVeys were us~d to gauge opinion on
ften? Yes: 48(38%) No: 75(59%)
Anierican students would be interested. ,
·
a nµmber of issues facing teachers. Anonymity was
? 5(4%)
. "Sure, stuclents are .more liberal these days," con. .giveri so that the professors could answer freely .with
written comments.
·
·
·
ceded~enneth Green ofUCLA,'which, undernreen's
Whenas}cedifstudentsweremoreintelligentnow
direction, surveys 200,000 U.S. fre·shmen a year
than they were five . y~ar~ ago, 14 percent of the
about their political attitudes; "but whether_ (the ·
professors·said yes. However, of the 73 percent that
Greens) will have an impact on college stu~ents iS- :
said no, many indicated that.student intelligence had
another matter."
·
·
not changed in five years. . ..
He noted Western Europe "is more likely to accept
Others felt differently. One professor said, "There contributed to students being overly concerned with splinter- political groups like the Green Movement
is a definite, obvious decline coupled with an iricr.ease grades and credentials, yet I do feel that most of my than we ·are."
r iri apathy."
.
stu<lPntc:; are concerned with learning." · ·
American Green leaders, however. say_ they'll tcy ·_
Another professor said, "Finding an above average
Ninety-nine percent of the teachers agreed that to grow one locality at a time.
or exceptional class is analogous to finding virginity." they were disappointed when a clas-Sdid not li~e up
"What we want tO do is get strong.on a local level,"
.
.
to its potential. However, only"_38 percent of the-.
Thirteen percent o( the teachers did not answer professors said the situation happened often;Hawkins said. ··
the question, with many ofthem challenging'the,use . One professor said,-"My expectations of the stuThis fall, the movement, he . added, is running
of the word "intelligent." One professor said, "Stu- dents are consistent with their.ability-level."
candidates in New Haven, Conn., whe!"e Yale's alack
dents at least, if not more intelligen_!;, have m<?re of a
Another professor said, "Every class has some Student Organization has endors.ed the slate.
knowledge base."
·
_
.
average or below-average students. I adapt rp.y teachThe Hampshire College conference, he eon tended,
"just scratched the surface" of support·.
Forty-two percent of the professors &greed that · ing'to·the particular group before me."
students are eager to learn, as, opposed to just being
Other professors were less e.nthusiastic about ·. "There are-groups scattered aJ.l over the nation, in
in classes to pass them and get the grade. Another 51 th~ir stu~ents.
.
California, New Erigland and Wisconsin, to name
percent disagreed..
Just give the students As and Bs and no work~" few~
·
·
Hampshire College officials s·aid they too were
One professor, upset with apathetic students, on~ pl_"ofessor said.
said: "We need.to raise the academic standards and
Another professor added, "Students are much
. .·
'
'
start flunking those that won't do the work, instead more outspoken than in the past. They will argue for pleased b~ the confere:11ce and engaged by the pro_sof passing them on until they graduate knowing very w~at they want, not what they earn~d."
,
. pect of trymg to transplant the movem~nt. .
.
little. I am very angry at those students who take up · .. One teacher complained about UCF'S academic
"We ~anted to host the conference. Its very.much .
in spirit with o_ur liberal campus," said Rosemary
class space, who·wm not ,work or coritribute.·There program.
·
"At UCF, 'students must learn the use of ,the Morgan·, the co.llege's director of special programs.
are far too many ofthem."
. "If you can find a way to get .students more inter- English language," the teacher said. "Also, multiple
"It was a sophisticated event. 'Q:ie·bigwigs in the
.e sted in life pr~paration, and, thus, in learping, the choice and true-false questions must give ·way .pre- Green movement spoke. I'm supportive ·of the phijob-of teaching would be a piece of cake," another. dominan,tly to e$,Say questions, the only valid way to losophy, (which was) gently radical, not harsh. There
professor a_dded.
.
demonstrate thinking, writing.and logical skills."
. was a good turnout. The guests were delightful. They
Some professors, however, believed the st_udents
,actually-practiced the ph_il~sophy they preached," she
~ · were in class for more than the grades. Said one, "I
Ne:it issue: Professors.speak about their jobs.
d
J:>eljeve that an ever-more competitive job market has
sai · ..

·I
; .. r
·l

-

I

a

l.

thoJogy profession. Now is the ~ation 9a.m:-9:50 a.m. MTW F · by the UCF Institute of Gov,_
• ·HELP ·FOR HOUSIN~
The Off-Campus Housing ,time to consider gettingin on a
·
· CHI 2930.01 Intermediate ernment.
Coordinat.or, located in the ·growine- health care profes- Chinese Language and CiviliGroup sessions will encourHvusing Office, is available.to sion. For more information . zation noon-1.2:5'0 p.m. MTW F age each local government to
help students find apartments call 275-2121.
Dr. Chang Lee, of the UCF measure their drug problem
· and roommates.:· An "Off-CamLibrary, will ·instruct ,the and initiate a control program.
pus Housint' guide is . als9 • FR-EE TUTORING
classes, assisted by Zhihong ·The $35 registration fee inavailable:
The Student Academic Re- Huang of the Hangzhou Insti- dudes all materials and ad· The guide includes informa- · source Center is ope'n year tute of Commerce in vance r~gistratioh is required.
tion on 25 apartment corn- , 'r ound from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Hangzhou, China.
For complete information,
plexes that are within walk- Monday through Friday · to
contact Pete Knowles at 2752123.
ing/biking distance of campu~. assist students with academic • UCF THEATER SEASON
In addition, files are main- problems~ Free individualized
The 1987-88 theater season
tained for students .seeking tutorial help is offered to stu- at UCF is·marked by a variety •SCHOLARSHIP
The National Consortium
roommates and/or accommo- dents on a variety of subjects. of productions from Ibsen's
dations. For more information The center is also available to · "Hedda Gabler" to Langston · for Graduate Degrees for Mistudents for: quiet study dur- Hughes' "Tambourines to norities in Engineering, Jnc.,
call 275-21 71.
ing reglilar hours. For further Glory" and ''The Ice Wolf," by '(GEM) is .accepting applica•SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS · information call 281-5130.
J oartna Kraus. The times and tions for its 1988 Fellowship
The UCF Department of
ticket prices are available by competition which will provide
calling the box office at 275- i30 awards to minority. stuCommunicative Disorders • MANDARIN CHINESE
encourages students to con- · The Department of Foreign 2862 between 10 a.m. and .3 dents in engineering. (
sider a career as a speech pa- Languages is pleased to offer p.m. weekdays.
thologist. The Florida Depart- an .intermediate level of ManApplications must ~ be re- .
ment of Education reports 200 · darin Chinese to its curricu- • DRUG CONFERENCE
ceived by Dec. l. Awards will
The impact of drug use upon be announced Feb.1. Informaunfilled positions.in the state's lum this Fall semester. The
public schools.
Fall s~mester offerings are as productivity among . public tion on the program and appliemployees and costs ·to the cations may be obtained from;
· Also, positions exist in the follows:
CHI 1120.01 Elementary ta.~payer is the theme of a GEM Program, P.O. Box 537,
health care and private practice sectors of the speech pa-·. Chinese Language and Civili- conference Aug. 28 -sponsored Notre Dame, IN 46556.

• GOLF TOURNAMENT
The American Heart Association. Central Florida Region is hosting its Fourth
Annual "Heart' Classic~ ·Golf .·
Tournament Oct. . 4 at the
Grand Cypress Resort.
The funds rais.ed will be
channeled into research, edu.cation, and comrnnnity service
programs to move AHA towa:rd .·
its goal of reducing early death ·
and 'disability from heart disFor more
.ease and ·stroke.
information, call Christine
Donovan at 843-1330.
• STUOEN'F ASSISTANCE
A computerized.service may
help offset . government cutbacks ia student aid. MilliOns
of dollars available to students
for financial aid go unclaimed
each year. · For an application
and additionai . information~
please ·send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Student
Assistance~ 35 El Dorado Drive,, Friendswood, Texas
' 77546.

.. .
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Libra.ry centrol for
many students ..
by Gordon Ku .
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

·What? An article on the
library? This is a joke, right?
. Seriously, the library is an
important part of a student's
academic ·life. With the number of papers that have to be
written, a working knowledge
of the library is a necessity.
First, where is it? The li.b rary, for those not acquainted
, with the campus, is across the
reflecting pool from the Administration Building.
Now that you've found the
library, the next question that
follows is~ When is it open?
Good question . . On Mpndays
through Thursdays, the library is open from 7:45 a.m. to
U ·p.m. On Fridays, the Ii-

lJo

brary closes at 6 p.m. Saturdays' hours are from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m., and Sundays' 2 p.m. to
11 p.m.
Well, now that you know
how to ge_! there, what is.there
to offer to the college student?
Besides a multitude of books
and periodicals, they have an
online computer system to
help the -library user find exactly what is needed.
If the library. does not have
what is needed, interlibrary
loans are available to UCF
faculty, staff and students.
The library staff can also
help handicapped students in
obtaining special equipment
they: may need in order to use
library re-sources.
Anyone holding a valid UCF
identification card may borrow library materials.

Student
Cente·r offers
.
charice to. get. involved ·

What's in it for you? A
chance
to expand your educaCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tion beyond what you learn in
class. Getting involved in your
To Westinghou~e
Whether you are a fresh- area of interest is an opportuman or graduate student, the nity to explore your field and
1 Administration
9 Computer Center IL. ... 17 Phillips Hall
25 Seminole Hall
Student Center can enrich develop marketable skills.
2 library
10 Osceola Hall
·
18 Humanities and Fine Arts 26 Commons
3 Student Kiosk
11 Polk Hall
. -19 Rehearsal Hall .
27 CEBA
your college experience. .
Whatever your' inter~t,
4 Engineering
12 Student Center
· 20 Student Services
.2 8 The Central florlda Future
The beginning ofa semester . there is something for yoµ. .,._
13 ·volusla Hall
21 Educaflon;Complex
· 29 The Central Florlda Future is the time to get involved in Stop by Student Center Room
5 Chemistry
· 22 Visitor Information
30 Portable Classrooms .,.
6 Unlve_rslty Theater 14 Lake Hall
one of the many academic, 198 to check the list of organi· 7 Blol_o glcal Sciences 15 Health Center
· 23 Brevard Hall.
31 ROTC
social, or special interest ora Computer Center I 16 Health t::ent~r Ann~x 24 Orange Hall
32 Campus Police ~
ganizations on campus. ·
SEE CENTER PAGE 5 ·

by Paula: Rodriguez

United ._Parcel -Service wHI be -·
accepting·applications for
part-ti-m e loade-rs and _.u nl9aders.
.eXcellenf pay ·
an hour.

s·a.oo

Please sign up for, an interview .
appointment in the Career Resource
ce·n ter: ADM -Suite_124. UPS is an
9qu01. opportunity employer.. ··
.

'

Work sh.ifts begin at 4:30 a.in., ~ 5:30 p.m:
or 11 :00 ·_p.m., Mona·a y. ttfrough Friday ·_
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per·day. ·

The Central Florida Future, August 25, 1987, 5
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11490 E. COLONIAL DR.• UNION PARK
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1
5 7 Portrait with this coupon
L1M1r ONE PER CusTOMER
·
.
L

~ffers

Kiosk

tickets, information., more
community.
According to the SG Accountant Gerard Blunt, services range from discount tickets for area attractions and
movies, to film d~veloping, to a
lost and foiind center, to an
information booth.
·
The Kiosk is open from 9
a.m. to 9 p.rn., Monday
through Thursday, 9 a.m. to

by Gordon Ku
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

i. ~o~~.i~! Si:~~~t ~:Zrn0

1 ~e~~ty~ /i~dn;:~t~:t::~~e~
0

to the reflecting pond, the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i Kiosk performs a variety of
services for the university
·· 1

-------------------~
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CENTER

faculty, and staff as well as the local community.
If you are interested in. anything from video
production to music' to public relations, have
good organization/communication skills, or just
want to work with a great group of people, PAC
wants you. PAC Rush will be held in the Student Activities Center (Wild Pizza) Sept. 9 from
11a.m.to5 p.m.
Last, but certainly not least, you can get
involved simply by taking advantage of the
cultural, recreational, and educational events
sponsored by the Student Center this year.
It's a .g reat way to getin touch with yourself,
your community, your country... or just forget
your books for a while.
This year, laugh with Tom Deluca, go skiing
with your friends, be dazzled by the awardwinning Miss UCF Pageant, see the Nutcracker
Suite,_or just enjoy a variety of On-the-Green
.entertainment, and much, much more.
·

FROM PAGE 3

..
Whatever the assignment, Pilot has the formula
for writing comfort and precision.
Pilot's Better Ball Point Pen, in medium and fine points,
lets you breeze through long note-taking ses.sions. In fact,
we've made writer's fatigue a thing Qf the past! This crystal barrel~d
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger grip for continuous ~omfort
and is perfect!§ balanced for effortles.5 writing. Best of all, you'll never
throw it out because it's refillable.
·
The perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot's
Pencilier 0.5mm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
system and a cushion tip that helps-eliminate the frustration of lead
breakage. -The Pencilier's jumbo eraser does the job cleanly while
the ribbed grip offers th~ same comfort as the Better Ball Roint Pen.
Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus
bookstore today...The Better Ball ·
Point Pen and The Pencilier.

7:30p.m.Fridayand10a.m. to
2 p.m. Saturday. It offers UCF
students the opportunity to
visit such theme parks as
Disney World, Epcot, Sea
World, Boardwalk and Baseball, and Busch Gardens without paying full admission
price.
For mor.e information, you
can call the Kiosk at 275-2060 .

zations.
- If nothing appeals to your special interests,
start an organization of your own. Pick up a
Student Organizations Form in Room 198.
Then all you need are bylaws, officers, and
twelve active club members to be on your way.
Be sure to check the list of inactive organizations at UCF_you may be able to reactivate a
club that has already gotten a start.
. No time to commit yourself to a full-time
organization? According to Student Center
Director Jimmie Ferrell, the Programs and
Activities Council is always looking for st~
dents to help with the planning and presentation of events.
PAC consists of student committees that
provide activities .of interest to the students,

Don't lake Your organs To Heaven
Heaven KriowsweNeed Them Here.
o
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THE19THSrUUENTSENATEREP0RT
Jul~

34th Session

MEASURES IN COMMITTEE
BILLS:
19-65
Bulletin board for Theotre department: This bill allocates $300.00to buy a
bulletin board for the Theatre Department (DeVogel/Certer • .R~malns In OAF)
tre Department (DeVogel/Cqrter. Remains In OAF)
MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS:
19-67 Revising statutes - 605. l .A: This bill allows fqr active campaigning before the Fall
Elections (UR. passed· 15-Y)
·J9-68
Advertising for appointive Vacancies: This .bill requires the executive branch
to advertise all open appointive positions ~nd all confirmations (LJR. passed 15-V)
" 19-69
Establishing the Meeting Time for Fall 1987: This bill sets the Fall 1987 student
Senate meeting time to be Tuesdays@ 3:00 p.m. (LJR. passed 15-Y)

l

~

26, 1987

CONFIRMATIONS

·

The Senate confirmed the following people
to Student Government posltl~ns:

Patty Pynes PR Director 14-Y
Dan Montplalslr Chf Elections Comm
10-Y. 3-N. 1-AB
Tereasa Pfossf Asst Chf Elections Comm
14-Y
Donna Wldham Elections Comm
12-Y. 2-AB
Nate VanNess ElectionsConm 15-Y
Christle Becker Elections Comm 15-Y

RESOLUTIONS:
19-38
Rega~dlng benches on campus: This Resolution -states the Senate's opinion
that more comfortable benches be Installed on campus instead of more of trhe
concrete benches (SP. passed 12-Y, 2-N. 1-PR)
19-39
Regarding Increasing Parking Fines: This Resolution states that the Police
Department should hold off on Increasing parking fines until such time as either
adequate parking Is avallabfe on campus or a more valid reason for the increase Is
given (SPR, passed 15-Y)
79-40
Endorsing Kappa Gamma Beto as a Registered Organization: This Resolutton ·
endorses Kappa Gamma Beta In Its quest to become a recognized honorary society
on campus (Martinez, 15-Y)
·

Tracy Shaddock Elections Comm
14-V. 1-AB

19-41
Extending Teacher Evaluation Committee: This Resolution extends the
Teacher Evaluation Ad Hoc Committee until the·Twentieth student Senate convenes
and recommends that the Twentieth Student Senate continue with the program
(Carter, 15-Y)

STUDENTS

•• Legislation In Corrmfttee Is ntroduced bv Senators, and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

SENATE COMMITTEES
OAF
C&O
WR
SP

SENATE MEETINGS .
Students are Invited to.attend all Sehate meetings. and to expre5s any
Ideas or problems that ffiey feel the
Senate should work on. Senate meetings are held on Sundays at 5:00 In the
Cafeteria. ·

If you have and comments. questions
or concerns about the Senate Report,
or any legislation, please contact JJ
Mandato at ><2191 or In SC 155.

review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance CQde and any leglslatlon ,
requesting funding. ·
Thursdays 0 11 :00 a.m. In the Senate Work Room,
Travel .Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
· ·
.
. Tuesdays 0 5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Legislative Judlclal and Rules: This c::ommlttee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution. staMes or Rules and
Procedures.
Thursdays O 6:00 p.m.ln the Student Work Room
Services and Publlc RelaHons: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with Student Government
Services. as well as Local. State, and National Issues which dlrectty relate to the students of UCF.
Mondays O 5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all Student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for changes tot he Section staMes.
Thursdays O 5:00 p.m. In the .Senate Work Room

PR-Present (not enough lnformotlon/unable to decide)

Al-Abs1aln (conflict of nterest)

Y-Yes

N-No

Paid Advertisement

ARTS & SCIENCES
RESIGNED
Karen Towles
Kim DeVogel
P. Y Y Y Y
OPEN SEAT
p y y y y y
Bob Truett
. P. Y: Y Y Y Y
Todd Gillam
,.. Rick Woodruff
A
OPEN SEAT
P YY Y N Y
Scott Jenkins
RESIGNED
Carla Klinger
Chris Broome
A
Kris Sargent
A
BUSINESS
p y y y y y
Mario·Ponce
OPEN SEAT
Karena Ganem A
OPEN SEAT
Ken-Barr
A
OPEN SEAT
Jason Allison
A
Roger Dube
P Y Y Y Y Y
o ·PEN SEAT
EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt .
P· Y Y Y Y Y
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT
~
OPEN SEAT
ENGINEERING
Bryan Martinez
P Y Y Y N Y
Cindy Deal
P Y Y Y Y .Y
Chris Carter
P Y Y Y Y Y
ProTem Wendrzyk I? Y Y Y Y Y
Keith White
P Y Y Y PRY
Jim Robinson
P Y Y Y Y Y

YY

Y P

y y p
Y Y P

A
Y Y

P.
A
A

y y p
A
A
A

Y Y P
Y Y P

Y Y.
Y. Y
YY
YY

P
P
P
P
Y Y p·

Y Y P

H~LTH

OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT
LIBERAL STUDIES
Kellv. McBride

P Y Y Y Y Y Y Y P

AT-L:AR~E

J. P. McMenamy P Y

VY

Y Y Y Y P

OPEN SEAT
DAYTONA
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLANDO
OPEN SEAT .
A-Absent

P....Present

L-late

E-Excused
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Escort service prO,iides safety, security
The escort service is provided every day from 7 a. m. to
midnight.
Its goal is to promote a sense
of security for those who request the service.
Stout said UCF is one of the
least active campuses for
criminal activity such as rape.
However, Stout warns,
"There's always the potential."
Each evening four SEPS
employees are on watch
throughout campus, and another acts-· as dispatcher to
receive request~ for escorts.
SEPS employees may . be

by Joyce Herald
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Last evening the Student
Escort Patrol Service began
another semester of providing
escort servic;es . to the UCF
community~ according to Lt.
Arthur Stout. ·
"They are the eyes and ears
of the force," Stout said, referring to the group of 16 employees that primarily serves as
escorts; but also provides im·portan t campus security functions.

FROM PAGE 1

Ina Carpenter, parking and traffic
manager, ·\varns students that choice
parking areas fill up early.
"If you have a class aftei: 10 a.m.,
give yourself plenty of time to find a
place," Carpenter said. She added that
figuring in walking time will help to
·:-1··

':~.~~:~:·

•
•
.- .

;· ";-: .- ':<-~{:' . ' '~i~·

identified by their special will further affirm their idenshirts or jackets that clearly . tity as SEPS members.
Tim Bartlett was an escort ·
indicate they are with ·the
for two years before being promoted to the position of stu- .
"They are the eyes
dent coordinator.
As coordinator, Bartlett
and ears of the
oversees the patrol and
force
handles the preliminary interof appli~ants seeking
-Lt. Ar~hur Stout, views
employment with SEPS.
UCF Police
"You don't need a black
belt," Bartlett said about
qualifications for the position.
SEPS organization.
~
Bartlett explained that he
Also, according to Stout, all
SEPS will soon be supplied looks for a dependable person
with ofncial photo IDs which who has a good work his~ory,
11

cumstances that prevent them from
avoid a last mipute parking panic.
Procrastinators also may be relieved driving their registered car with a deby the five-day grace period that will be cal.
Carpenter warns, "We try to enforce
in effect this week. Tickets won't be
issued to cars parked in D lots during . [the parking· regulations] as strictly
and uniformly as w,e can."
the first week of classes ~
· As a result, when you park illegally,
Free temporary parking permits are
also available at the Information Cen- it is likely that one of the 12 members of
ter located by the visitor parking area. the student parking patrol will tag
Temporary permits may be issued your car.
Fines range from $3 to $25 dependfor up to a we.e k to students with cir-

and who will responsibly represent UCF and the organization.
It is Stout, however, who
has the final say on all applicants.
According to Bartlett, the
SEPS provides escorts for 50 to
60 people on an average night,
or around 80 on a busy evening.
·
Stout noted that the SEPS
empioyees have no authority
of enforcement, but are an
important aspect of the police
department.
Call 2422 from a campus
phone for a campus escort.

ing on the viQlation.
Unpaid fines will result in a hold on
your registration until all debts are
paid. In addition, repetitive unpaid
offenses will prompt a vehicle wheellock resulting in immobilization.
Carpenter also said, "We try to restrict parking on the grass."
She added, "My suggestion is if it's
not designated as a parking area, don't
park there."

.,

. ·.:»· .· ~ .. ·:~".: .. ; :- . . . ~~:. .!S;:~.'./";;.

you; .Gan .do~tQ., ~J'· Y··:·· ,1·"'

#1t:: F~7~~~lfe .
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·- ~-U.·. , ,:
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·-
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~ ,.-~- 1
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frolJl tl>o Crime PrnenUon · ··.

C...UtJon~lheAdCounoll .·
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KINKO.'S
PROFESSOR PUBLISHING
SAVES MY STUDENTS
TIME AND MONEY
.

,

.

.",.111 ·'

Let Kinko's Professor Publishing help organize-your
supp~ementary class materials this term.

12223 ·u niversity Blvd.
127 W. Fairbanks
At Park Ave.
(corner University • Alafay1 Trall)

658-9518

Now is the time to make your
choice. Because every Art~
Carved college ring - from
handsome traditional to c'on~
temporary styles - is on sale
_now! You'll be impressed
with the fine ArtCarved craft'smenship that's backed by a
Full Lifetime Warranty. And
you'll appreciate the savings.
Don't miss out!

The Quality.
The ·Craftsmenship.
The Reward You Deserve.

Date: August 24- 28 . Time: 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

628-5255
~

1987 ArtCarved Class Rings.

Place: The Bookstore

)l

Deposit Required [ •1

;1·

I

... ""'
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Tuition .a gain· rises .faster than ·inflation across .u.s.
cost an average of $10,493 for tuition,
fees,
room and board·.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
Four-year private schools have
raised tuition by 8 percent each of the
College students returning to cam- last 3 years~ while four-year public ·
pus this fall will find higher tuitions schools haye boosted costs by an
awaiting them again.
average of 6 percent during the same
Tuition increased faster than the time period.
.
inflation rate for the seventh consecuLatest figures from the Office of
tive year, according to a College Board Management and Budget in Washingsurvey released Aug. 9.
ton, D.C., indicate the general inflation
In its annual look at what colleges rate for 1987 may reach 5.4 percent.
are charging students;- the College .
In .1986, prices nationwide inBoard found four-year private schools creased an average of2.6 percent, and
are now 8 percent more expensive than have not increased by as much as 4
they were a year ago. Th~ schools now percent any year since 1984.

by Staff Report

Nevertheless, students at four-year
public institutions will pay an average
of $4,104 for school this fall, a 6 percent
jump since 1986, the College Board
sai<J_.
At private two-year campuses, students will pay an average of $6,945.
Students attending two-year public
colleges will pay average costs of $687.
Campus officials say tliey need to
raise tuition to compensate for money
they no longer get from state legisla-· ·
tures and the federal government.
A budget crisis in Oklahoma, for
instance, "forced legislators there to
increase tuition at state campuses by

more than 10 percent this fall.
Citing -a ~air but inadequate" increase in funding from his state legislature, Western Michigan _University
President Diether H. Haenicke said
Aug. 5 he'd have to raise tuition for
undergrads 9.5 percent ~his fall.
Upon hearing of the College Board's
summary of tuition hikes, U.S. Settetary of Education William Bennett-:who has asserted colleges raise their
tuitions more than necessary because
they know students can borrow more
money from the federal govemmentsighed, "There they go again and again
and again. When will they ever stop?"
'

'

It's an.epidemic of people who can't read.
Join the fight against illiteracy by calling toll-free

1-800-228-8813.

·Voiunteer Against Illiteracy.
The only degree you need
is a degree of caring.

0

~ C~alition for Literacy

.

PLEASE!
J:ID'(QJ ©m:&rn;

l .

we ne:oe.r shJp
-

. , _!li
m:;f,...,i1t.a
•. 'i\ I · ~

We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard calculator, on the other
hand, can save you ,
time and again.
HP calculators not
only have better functions. They function
better. Without sticking keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the
cream of the calculators at a non-fat price.
We're cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you rpore l>uiltin functions than anyone else's financial
-calculator.
And we're giving .
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific '
calculator y ou buy.
This 12K-byte plugin, menu-driven ;ROM
. was designed specially for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calcula-tors wit}J. th~ rest. By
midterm, you'll see
what a deal this is.

...

.

I

ule will be sent in 6-8 ~·eeks.

·I

AREN'T
_ YOU

;1,.~: , ._ ._ w~
....·.

j

....,•,•,•.·.·.·.·.•.•.•.-..·.·,...-.....·:·.·.·.·.·.·.w.•.•,.•.•.•.•.•.•.• ·.-.·.-.·.·.·.·.~:J

WE HAVE ONLY ·
GOOD THINGS
TO SAY ABOUT.
CANCER OF ·
THE COLON.
If detecte9 early,
the cure rate for
colorectal cancer is
very high.
Because we now
·know how to detect
it early. And we
kno:w how to fight it
once we detect it.
Write us for our
simple checkup-guidelines.

!~

•

I
I
I
I
I
I

L ________ _JI
OR$100FFANHP-12C.

llilmE>~ .

!i1

- - - - - - - - - ,1

I
FREE $49 HP-41
I ADVANTAGE MODULE
I with purchase of HP-·ll. PurI chase must be made.between
August 15. 1987. and October 31.
I 1987. See vour local HP dea ler
I rOF-<letait; and amciat redempI tion form. Rebate or free Mod-

W©WJill
~~~1rIIDrn;&1r

·f SOQETY.

Get a checkup. Life is worth it.

F/jg9

HEWLETT

.:~ ?ACKARD

.......... _

.

....: . . . . - ',

~

...-
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U.s. ·colleges falling apart

ing in SCUP's first naµonWide survey said they
need
at least $50 million each for construction
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
projects in the next five years.
Ninety-four of the campuses hoped to start a
. Campuse.s nationwide have an urgent n.e ed construction project in the next five years if
to renovate old campus buildings and construct they could find the money.
.
some new ones, the Society for College and
Congress now is debatiiig a bill that would
University Planning said-in a report last week. funnel some federal money to campuses to build
Architect David Helpern, author of the re- or rebuild research facilities.
port, said fast-crumbling and obsolete buildThe bill, ~ow in Senate and House commitings are sabotaging the quality of teaching and tees, would put aside $47· million for college
research on U.S. campuses. · research labs in 1989 and $95 lilillion in 1990.
"If we _don't have quality and excellence in
our facilities, we are not going to have quality
By contrast, in 1963, Congress funded $325
and excellence in our education," Helpem said. :million worth of research facility construction
About a third of the 200-campuses participat- on the nation's Cl,lmpuses.

by Stoff Report
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Exporting.your high.class styhnggels. and conditioners .
(~;;l ! to Canada shouldn't be foreign to you. Exportipg means
~~u.~~(J-~' business. Increased sales for facial creams. oils. and
. ,.;;i•Yiii~,,.;:-~ health and beauty aids of all kinds. all over the ~
c'C!:f.!J::?' world. Call U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service.
_
ltll -...;;;:/ 1-800-343-4300* Operator 199.
.-

~I

-!
.1

•Jn Alaska call 1·800·Hl·l000

Entire stock.of Ladies.· spqrtswear
.CHOOSE F.ROM:. J.G. Hook;-Bo.nnie & Bill,.LeOn LeVin, .
Ellis, Bren_
ner, Beverly HiJls Polo Club

(~

CFF
~-~-------------------------~-~

1 · .

I BRING

·

·

.

·

.

THIS
·. .
·
·
·:COUPON WITH .
.1 YOIJ F.OFl
AN
.
. ·
I A D DIT I O NA L
(Co~pon valid through Sept. 7th)

:

·10% QFF ..
:

.J

.
L--------------------~--~----·5556 lnternatiorial Drive-• lnternatiOnal Ou.tlet
OPEN . MON. THRU SAT. : 10 AM to 9 PM .
SUNDAYS ·: :11 -AM tP. 5 PM " ~ 351 • 0011

Opinion
.Just h.o w·: does that
newspaQer-.wo~k?
.

Welco_me back students! If this is your first semes. ter at UCF, we're glad-to have you here.
For you new folks, we present the official guide,to
your newspaper. Here we go!

. The Central
Florida Future
student-nin
newspaper
at UCF.is the .twice-weekly

•

A.
NEW X>RK.

··

.

Stl&WAY
SMOOTING

,. . IS
..~N.~
~ · ~nr::l~.IV~·~~~~~;~~;~==~=~=:~=~~~~~;;:~
-~A:~l+t'
. · '~"-f

•-• .

-R~gUlar sections in the ·paper include New~, Opin- .
ion, Sports and Confetti, our features supplement:
· · Confetti is published as .an in.s ert every Thursday.
.

_J

'

. In the News section you'll find · coverage on a
select~on oflocal and national college eve~ts as well

as Newsclips. Newsclips are local event announcements. This i.s a good place to find out what different
clubs and organizations are up to. Scholarship information is also published _in Newsclips.
If you are involved in a club, or organization that
w·ould like to put an announcement in Newsclips,just
type up the necessary informa~ion, mark it "Newsclips" and send it to us. We'll put those in on a space
available basis.
Next is the sectio~ you are reading now, Opinion.
Here y~u'll find the ne.wspaper's 'official editorial
(this is it) as well as columns by our.writers, cartoons
and letters to the editor.
·

a

I.f you would like to submit .letter to th_e editor,
just type it up and include your ·name, major an4
· phorie number. Remember, letters ·are· subject to
editing and become the property of the newspaper. ·
And then there is Sports. UCF ,fans ·can get the,
. inside story on the athletic department. We'll have
game stories, injury·reports, player profiles and a
variety of other featur.es for the sports fan.
finally, we have our feature supplement, Confetti.
Confetti is published every Thursday and features a
cover story which is backed by movie reviews, book
reviews, personaiitY interviews, columns and· a
·
whole lot more.
Also in Confetti is Calendar. Calendar is a lighter
version of N ew~clips. You'll find informatioD" on art
shows, concerts, play auditions and th~ like here. As
is true with Newsclips, just type up the information
you would like to submit and bring or mail it.to us.
Once again, be.sure to clearly mark it "Calendar."
Calendar items are ruil. on a space available basis. ·
Believe it.or not, that about covers it. Just remem, be'r, we're the student.newspaper and we're here for
you. If.you have any comments or complaµtts about
anythlDg that we might be able to help with, _stop by,
di.:op us a letter or give us a call.We'll see.what we can
do.
Again, welcome to UCF and have a gre'a t·year!'·

· Welcome back for another wonderful semester. I
realiz·e it's the second day, · and many of you are
suffering from brain strain already. So here are some
little tidbits to dwell on, but don't strain yourself.
.
You've gp~ 15-plus we.eks left in the ~semester.
In Clevelaild ... The Greater Cleveland
Roundtable has recommended a' new educational
program be set up in the Cleveland school system.
Under the new program, students in grades seven
through 12 that earn an A in a basic course like math
or English will earn $40. A grade of B will bring $20,
while a C racks _up a $10 markei:. 'fhe money, finan~ed by private contributions; will be put in escrow
for college or for job training. Under the program, a .
straight-A student could earn about $4,800.
·
. How come the best inventions are discovered after
some people {namely myself) can't use it?
· In Boston.•. Remember the famous Pizza Hut
commercial where announcer Rich Hall (who thinks
he's funny) visits a fraternity house? Well, a Bos~n
woman, obviously not thinking that either Rich Hall
or the -commercial was funny, protested. She had a
reason to. Her son·died of alcohol poisoning in 1984
when, during a hazing incident, he was forced to
guzzle wjne. Hazing is illegal in 18.states. ·
The result? Pizza Hut pulled the commercial be-.
cause it did not want to upset its customers. .
There is such thing as power of the people.
In Tallahassee... Col.onel Bobby Burkett, the Florida Highway Patrol Director: issued a Pr.oject Gradu-~tion Report for the '87/'88 school year calling the

I'-

project a success. Preliminary figures noted a 1 O·
percent requction in fatalities and an 11 percent
reduction in injuries durin_g a period between .A.pril
and June 1987, as·opposed to the same time period in
1986.
·
.
·
Whether Project Graduation was·the biggest contributing factor is hard to tell. However, freshmen at
UCF·can take hea~t 'in Jrnowing·that they left high
·school with one last positive mark.
Here at Home... Freshmen · here at UCF have
another positive- mark
pin on their r.espectiye
chests - the fact that they are here to begin with. A
State University Syste~'.s annµa] report.for 1985-86
noted that UCF admitted only 20 percent of its
freshman applicants, by far tHe lowest mark in the
state. On the other hand, "state power" · Florida
admitted 52 percent of its applicants, while Florida
State was at the bottom(?), admitting 74percent.ofits
applicants.
.
And you thought this was some sort of rinky-dipk ·
school." ·
·
Wen; go back to yout books, and remember, this
column, and school, was light. compared to what's
coming down the road.

to

In caS9.yOu didn't:'hear about

"No, I don't wanna go! You can't
· make me! I wanna stay home to1fthe Central ·F lorida Future
day!!! I ain~t gonna go!"
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
. Sound like what you said tQ ·
Business Office (305) 275-UiOl, News Office (305) 275-2865
Mom on· your first day of kinder·
garten?
I
said
it
yesterday morning
Editor in Chief
when
my
roommate
woke me up. Donald ·Wittekind
Until late Sunday evening I was
Managing Editor
Chris Richcreek really looking ·forward to this Tim Ball semester. Fall semesters are the
GopyEdltor
Samantha
J.
Griffin ·most fun. Football games. A.fresh
News Editor
crop of.mirid-boggled.freshmen. A
Art Director
Leslie Jorgensen new herd of squirrels. ·
.
Publishing Systems Coordinator
Brad Graziadlo
But ·as I tried to get to sleep
·Sunday, the sheep I was counting
Paul Stephenso _ turned into · anxiety-filled, quesBusiness Manager
- n tions. Questions like:
Advertising Manager
Jan Hemp
•Will we win homecoming this
Jim Donato , year?
.
• Ad Production·Manager
Mike
McColllster
•
This
is
my
senior
year.
Will
it
Classified Ad Manager
tum.into senior years?
·
Subscriptions Managef
David Peel
•Will someone save us from Air
Supply at homecoming?
Opinions expressed In TheCenlralF/oriJaF11111tt are those of the editor or writer and not
• Will all my professors speak
necessarily those of the Board of Publlcations. University Administration. or Boord of
English?
Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed and Include the author's signature,
major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing and become the copyBut most important of all, will
rlgtJted property of the neMpaper. 71teCmb'¥1/FlarwF11111tt ls a free, non-profit, twice the Brewers pull .of a miracle in
weekly newspaper published during the academic year.
;-

..

I

I

ommended daily allowance of ul"'.
traviolet. _
But a couple days ago I received
a letter from the univ~rsity.
Somehow ·th~se folks think I've
graduated. The letter asked me to
donate some. money .and maybe
get my name engraved fo. a brick
these last weeks of summer.
in the flower garden.
So buckle yourself in and _get
well i( they're that anxious to
ready for anothe_rterm in·Camelot. get rid of me, I'll glap}y make a
Flower garden update: In case donation in exchange for a di. . ·
you weren't here this summer, let ploma.
me tell you about some foolishness
Who do I make the check out
the admin"istratiOn has been up to. to?
As a giml_llick to get money from
It didn't surprise me: Everythe alumni crowd, UCF decided to body seems pre~ty surprised to ·
build a flower garden that looks hear that Gary Hart is ready to
like the school seal. Neat idea ex-· jump back in the presidential
cept they wanted to put in front of race.
Hey, he didn't catch me off
the library. A ridiculous location
'cause you -and I both know that guard. He planned the whole
lush green area ·i n front of the li- th~ng all along. You know, just
brary is·a Prime Tanning Zorze.
like that all~ged "N~w Coke" fiWe11, the administration qui- asco.
eted down on the whole subject
Maybe next week we'll delve·
because they realized students de~perintothis sordid affair. Stay
would not easily give up their rec- tuned.
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STUDENT

PROFILES

•

CHEEVER"OOD 1

"FA,WN \-A.Ke" l\ '~-C\..e\90\.1'\\C.0 ," c..0NT1l\.\U€S
Re\-1.eA.~'SAl-S •••

PRESENTED BY THE .
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

Wellness? That's right, WELLNESS. It's your tic_ket to
·ny DARIN.BROWN
fabulous fitness, great grades, increased ~elf-esteem, and a. _
. .
. . .. : · _
whole new way of looking at life. The Health Resource ~ · 2nd Annual UCF Biathlon
Center has developed a nlultitllde of wellness-orientated
·-. · · S.aturday, Oct. 3rd .
·
presentations and programs tailor-made for you, the swLake Claire dent. Free of charge, experienced peer counselors and staff
8 mi. -~un, 2 mi. bike &8 mi. run
can help yo~, with information on exercise, nutrition, _tiffie
T-Shirts, Safe Ride-Home cards, prizes_
and str~ss manageme!lt, .substance abuse, a.nd safe ~ex to
. &BBQ included
·naine a few. Feel free to bring any of your .questions or WATCH THIS COLUMN FOR MORE INFO!
concerns to The
Health Resqurce
Center or call 281 ~5841 to .
.
learn more. We're looking forward to seeing you in the fall!
1

OAJ
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•
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l.NTR.ODUCING·
AND

S~Q.S;" ..

(Slim, Trim And Really Super Students) _

(Stop Our Smoking)

-

The weight control pro.gram de-'
signed specifically fo.r UCF Stu- -_
dents. Meets every Wednesday
at 1 -and 3 P.M., starting ·sept. 2.

Weekly meetings for smoke-rs,
ex-smokers and eve'ryone inbetween. 3 day quit sessions
held once· a·month. Meets
every Monday at~ P.M.

To prevent Heat Exhaustion:
A. Wear lightweight, loose-fitting
elothing.
B. Keep your head covered while
in the sun.
-,
C. Rest frequently.

tJ~t~~~~~~~~~~llt~~;;1,it~I

-

·Quotes•
The Student Af:J/PR Club will hav~ Its first
program meeting on Wednesday,
September 2. 4-5 p.m.

lntervaralty Christian Fellowship
lntervarslty Christian Fellowsplp's annual.
Fal plcnlcwUI be Wednesday August26 at
5 p.m. out at Lake Clalre. everyone Is
welcome to enjoy lo1s of good times and
barbecue. $1.

Roommate for 3 bdrm 2 bath house no
lease $165 mo+ 1/3 utllfumor unfurn room
c;all Lori 657-2172 or"~82-4631

Sofa and chair. Asking $100 ~or both;
Trundle bed and access, $75. All lr:i good
con. coll'273-8798.

Wanted a male from Mortin who Is career/
academlC minded, non-smoker to share
o new 2 story house. 2 bd. Hbrory. music
studio. balcony; work shop+ Indoor swim/
jacuzzi In plans.min. from East Martin/UCF
S250· utll. $150 deposit 273-5058 citter 8
p.m.

1976 Chevy Comaro - Good trons $950 - obo - make offer - Call Richard
x3358 or 695-4335.

Roommates own o luxury condo for what
you'd pay for rentl Hidden Oaks 2 bdrm/ 2
l /2 bath double master/washer dryer
microwave. Near UCF low low down and
assume NON-quaHfylng mortgage coll
644-3044 after 3 p.m.
·

Association of United States Alm{ membership Is open to all studeri1s with an
Interest for a strong national defense. For
more Information, contact James Bradley
or Richard Diaz. Call 275-2430 for more
Information.
APICSMEETING: AMERICAN PRODUCTION
and INVENTORVCONTROLSOCIETYwlllbe
having a meeting.Wed. Sept. 2 from 2 to 3
In PC2-109 BE THERElll
UCF MOO DUK KWAN/TAE KWON DO
CLUB Is now forming FREE COED
beginner's classes. Classes are being held
Mon and Wed nlghfs In the MPR In the
Education Bldg. Call Louis at 331-7415 or
Kevin at 281-8492.

$300.00 security Deposit
No Application Fee
Pool a Heated Jacuzzi
2 & 3 bedrooms with 2 tun baths washer/
dryer hook-ups; mini-blinds starting at
$465.00
UCF/Mortln Area
Student and Family Sections
Sussex Place

Large 2 bdrm l bath adjacent to ·ucf
Washer/dryer, quiet. lmmed available
$400/mo. Call 830-9966 or 339-5932.
Resp. M/F to share 4bd/2ba with pool.
Lake Conway area. Non-smoker. $250/
mth l/~3 utll. 855-7965 after 6.

Wimbledon Pork, 2 bedroom 2 bath. new
carpet. pool. tennis courts S450 mo. close
to 4_36 +Curry Ford R. 291-4100.

Roommate wanted for brand new two
story house 4 mUes from UCF. Must be
clean. dependable and non-smoker. AU
extra's; low deposlt; great prlcellll Call
Jon at 365-4077 after 5:00 p.m. avol!.able
lmmedlatelyll '

2 bedrm 1/2 both townhouse only l 0 min.
from campus. washer, dryer:poo1. jacuizf.
low electric. Maid service avaUable. Call
.Morie at 695-6289. $475.

Jemale·rm.- tum. bedrm: . laund,Y. family.
rm ln e<ecutlve Christion home. $230.00
mth + privacy 679-8222..

Need 2 female ioommates for house tn
Maitland. $175/mo + utilities Call Cindy
after Aug. 5 834-1408
Femaleroommatewont9d,dependable;
nonsmoker. Near UCF In Forest Highlands.
Own room. $140 a month+ 1/3 utilities.
277-4249 Debbie or Dana.
Shore mobile home. $140 mo. 1/2 utll. $200
deposit. Near Kirkman and 50. Easy access to East-West. Must be mature and
responsible. 293-0707.

ENTRY-LEVEL position for RECENT COLLEGE
GRM:J. with Rlngll~ Bros. and Barnum and
Balley Circus. 100% Travel. Learn on-thejob; then handle marketing campaigns
For sole - Goldenrod - minutes to UCFfor 8-10 cities each year. Involves coordione bedroom condo over looking courtnating: Advertising. Publlclty. & Promoyard - low malnt. - top 'c ondition tions. Candidate must be on honest,
·sacrifice - $28.900 or best offer - for Info
aggressive. wel-orgonlzed. hard-workcoll 677-4246.
ing. creative lndMdual ready to toke on
the responsibility of handling promotional
Typewriter, Sharp 380 electronic with
campaigns and getting results. Marketcomputer Interfacing cqpc:iblllty. 15 charing. Business or Journalism majors preacter display. 2-llne correctable memory.
Used Twice; like new $499 call 647-1354. · ferred. Send Resume to: Biii Powell. RBBBC.
670 Pemberton Estate Court. Seffner, . ~L
33584. (Please no Phone Calls)
Sailboat 1982 Hobie Cot 18 yellow w/
trailer. box, accessories $2.500 Jim 305452-4339
SALESPERSON
Pt/Ft. no experience flexible hours
Ford Fiesta" '79- doesn't run. good body,
Forbes-Ladles apparel 5556 lntematio'"!_ol
make offer. Dana 277-4249.
Drive CaU Barbara 351-0011
Nissan Stanza 83 5 Speed cool air am. fm
cossette.4doorexcenentcondltlonS3500
275-9655
Why pay rent? Own your very own condo
In Winter Park for Just $3500 down. 2 bedroom 2 l/2bath,only 7 miles from UCF. Lots
ofextros. For Info Call 677-8967.

281-6393

Duplex to rent 2 bdrm-2bthrm 2 yrs old.
washer/dryer, dishwasher, mlnl/verfs thru
out. 5 ml to UCF $375 mo caH Days 2900911 after 6 862-3188.

\NJ Jetta 1981 5 speed 4 door am/fm
stereo cassette with 4 speakers air tinted
windows good condition $3475 ~all Jim
ext 5187 or 896:27 46. ·
King Size waveless woterbed complete
with bookcase headboard and six drawers really nice. $300, large wall unit $100.
gloss top kitchen set $250. exercise bike
$30, china SSO. fridge $175. stove SlOO.
choirs, dressers etc. OBO 10 ft John Boat
$100 moving must sell 568-4573 eve.

Wanted people who love to work with
- children-you can become a nanny. For
more·lnfo. coll Yolando Vasallo 365-2844.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Re~lons.
call 1-805-687-6000 ext. GH-4628 for current rep0 list:

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mlle from UCF Campus•
All types of studentdocumenfs. Some day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fo5t • ProfesslOnal •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed- 657-0079
Typing/Word processing: Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 366-0538.
Professional Word Processing

*

Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student
. organization that would' like to make _500
to 15001na 1-weekon-cam~marketing
project must be organized+ hard working
call Bill 658-9196

*

Student Discount
Documenfs of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. of{ 1-4

After-school day care needed for 2 .children ages 11 &9,2:30.¢:30p.m. l\00n-Frl. 10
min from campus. transpOrtation and references required 849-237 4 (8-5); 657-7136
(after 6 p.m.)

Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal
toucnl 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty. Thesis.expert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.

Studenfs needed to clean homes. Hours
tO flt schedule. Call 699-1636.

Typing Word Processing
Term papers $1.25 per page call after
3:00 p.m. 767-0589.

1976 Mercury Cougar XR7. ps, pb, pw~.

good. $1000/obo coll 249-0167.
Big Dorm frig, 4.8 cu. ft. - full size Litton
microwave - coll Ken .;wenlngs 679-5239.

Tutor: College Grad will Mor algebra •
Cale I, II, Ill. French. Pascal, Assembly. Call
Debbie at 277-4249.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information. pregnancy tesfs and counseling.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight ottenc:lonfs,
travel ogen1s. mechanics. customer service. listings. Salaries to SSOK. Entry level
positions. Coll 1~7-0000 Ext. A-4628.

:,sc:~~==:~~Health Organization

STUDENT LOANS to $7500. No Credit. Insured Plan. Orlando 273-3263.

-

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. All work prepared on commercial word processors for _
error free neatness. We use IBM Equipment Letter quality not dot-matrix. Free
revisions. Same day and weekend service
available. Over 15,800 satisfied students
and 4 grouches. Call 671-3007

cruise. tilt. 460cl .• am/fm stereo. ac. runs

For rent 2bdrm. 2 bath across from UCF
$400 W/D conn, full kitchen coll 281-1777
Nanci.
Altomonte Springs 2 bedroom duplex,
carpet. NC. mtnl's, washer/dryer hook·. up, yard. Great Locationl $425 mo. plus
security. 657-7222.
·

Excellent Income for home assembly
work. For Info cal 504-646- 1101. Dept. P307.

Roadway Package System. a small package carrier hos port-time openings for
package handlers. The position Is for loading and unloading trucks and moving
packages within the terminal. W011c shifts
available:
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
2:30 a.m. to 6:30 a.m.
'Salary Is S7 -per hour. Apply to: ~.P.S. 3001
Old Winter Garden Rd. or Call 297-3715.

THE SQUEEZE IN ONI
Send a •HUGG-A~RAM· for any occasion! Great surprises included II Call ·BEAR
HUGGS. to order this unique. caring
greeting* 281-1149
Professionals - ore you frustrated porenfs
seeking better chlldcare call Yolanda
Vasallo 365-2844-(Nariny)
·

mlllm
-

a

J L, I'm looking forward lo one more year
with you guysll Love, CT .
Dear Friend: If you replled to" FRIEND
NEEDED md you letter was reJumed.
please try again at my new address. Write
to Occupant. P.O. Box756.Goldenrod.Fl
32733-0756. I , really wont to meet you.
Please write again. ·
To the guys who live under us. Turn down
your rodlol
·

Ir-----~~--~---~---------~-----------------------------~-,
·. .
.. MINI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM . . . . .. I
<

I··

CLASSIFICATION

.I ~l~~R

~~ji~D

Insertion dates:

To order classifieds multiply the total number of

I ~lfffi{~~~?.~~€~gf~f~- ·

·I
I
. PLEASE PRINT one letter or punctuation mark per space,
I
leaving one space between each word.
II. 1
___. . __..______....._.___________
I 2 ....__...__._--1-,_.___...__,,_,___z...;..,...a,_L..,,,,;,&._._......_.....__..__._-.a.-_.._...........__,__..___.__..__..._...__......___._ _ __.._____
I
1I · 4....__.'--L--'-_.__..._.'--'-_.__._~.__._-.,.&-_.__._..___.._,___&;....,:a_..___.._,_-1-_.___~__,_~_._...__.__,_........__
I 5
~L-.1.-------.a......I~--------~--------'-"'---&_.__.__,_

~

·1

deadline for Thursday's · paper is 4:30 p.m.
Monday. If you have any questions or com:.
ments, please call Mike at 275-2601.

Name and address:

.,
I

------ ~-----~--~----------------.---------- ~ --~-·~--.------.J .
Phone:

.

~)

PUT·OUT lOo/o.LESS FOR SOlVIE ·
OF YOUR FAVORITE COURSES
Welcome back to UCF .
.Ap.d to that special chemistry of Wendy's fast, fresh hamburgers, grade A fries, chicken nuggets, and those unforgettable
frosties. Now when you come in to get reacquainted, you'll save
10% just by sho~ng us your UCF ID card.
·
Drop by soon. We're offering courses you don't want to miss!
.
.
I
. F
Offer good o:rily at the Highway 50 & Alafaya Trail
=~: Notgoodwithanyotherofferor

'&11"" S·
1111

11'~®

~
~·

·
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teams with the limited budget that we
A: :i don't have any reaction to that.
A: We've
have.
·
·
Everybody
has
a
right
to
.
their
own
got
a great ·
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
· Q: If the debt is paid off a year opinion, I invite the critics to look at the ·defense and
.
.
· from now, how will that affect the -results. I think we're a little better in a good kickGene McDowell, the UQF athletic budget for .next year?
the athletic department tNin we were ~ ing game.
director and he~d football coach, sees
A: It's obvious that we Will have.a two years ago. We're on schedule for We haven't "
twothings_withinreachfortheupc9m- quar~r of:a million dollars more to paying the debt off, which . is more had a good
ing 1987-88 sports year: a Divisio~ II spend on aperating . cost~. instead of importapt than having a winning rec- d e f e n s e national football championsl)ip and an paying off the debt. We would offer ord. We had the b~st crqss country . since I've
end to the Athletic Department's half- more scholarships coaches adminis- · team we've had last year,, we had the been here.
million dollar debt.
trative staff and .~hateve~ 'we decide best tennis teams, we had_the best golf We have 11
Two years ago McDowell took.over a we want to have 1 btit we
cross that . teams, we won the conference in volley- good playdepartment with a $1 -millio~ debt and bridge when we pay off the deficit.
ball, we were 6-5 in football: Have the ers on dea .football ~am which had its !ast win- .
Q: ~y people with ~e ~ucF critics look at the recprd.
. fense and 11
Gene McDowell
nmg team m 1979. Last year, the foot- · athietj.c, department have had to ·
Q: What do you feel you have · good backball_ team had their second winning ~e on two jobs because of the done specifically as a lead,er that ups.
season ·(6-5 . against tJ. sche.d ule of limited budget. You have had t@·_ has helped the UCF athletic de- '
Q:How is t;4e offensive line lookmo~tly Division I-AA schools) and the , wear two hats as the athletic direc- par.tme~t beoome more ·'s uccess- · ing.(the ·offensiv~ line lost 4 of th~
athletic department netted a -profit for tor and the "head football coach. ful? _ . .
·
. 5 . starters and David Underwood,
the -second year in a row. ·. ·
'H ow have you managed your time
A: I do .my.job, and, I require that·_ the only~ returner, is injured)?
TheCentra!FloridaFut~re talked to for both jobs?
.everybody does as well With their job.
A: We're still looking for some offenA: lwork all day, ev~ry day, from 7 or That is leadership; that is what I ·do. I sive people. The offensive line is not
McDowell about the upcoming year..
Q: What .are the athletic 8:00 until 9:00or10:00 at.night. It is spend w)tatevertimeisnecessaryup to very good right now.
department's goals .for this year?
what coaches do: Anybody in public andincluding24hoursaday.Eighteen
Q: Can the offensive line be
A: Number one is we want to pay off · servic~ works long hours.
_ h~ur days are not uncommon. That ;is. ready for the · ·opening g~me .
the deficit. We want to reduce the
Q: Some people have said it i_s the name of the game. If you want to be against- ·Bethune-Cookman?
mortgage by 50 percent or more. 'We unfair .for you to~ ·the head foot- successful in any business, you work
A: Of course they· will be ready.
havereduceditfrom$1.2milliontojust. ball coach· &Jl.4 the athletic direc- ·overtime. As much overtime as you - ·we're going to li~e up with-11 people .
over $50,0,0QO. Our only goal_is to re- tor -beca~ of potential favoritism . ne~d to-get the job done.
·out there on-offense, and the. ones that .
duce the deficit to zero ,as 'Soon as we with the football pro~ What is
Q: Why~ this ye·a r's football
·
can;andtodoaswell~swecanwithour your response 'to that?
·team be better ;than _~st year's?
· -•. -·· SEEMcDOWELL~AGE 15-·
by Scott Broden

will

•
. I>

I

by John Devfne
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

.

by Joh.n D~y_ine.

what do the Super Bowl Champion New
·York Giants and the tady Knights soccer team
have in common? ·. .
Both teams are loaded witn talent. Even
with the log jam of. gteat players at every
·pdsitieri, the Lady Knights will pe sorely tested·
by their·toughest schedule ever.
Of the 15 games slated for the upcoming
se!lson, 10 are agair~st Top-25 · Divi.sion . I
schools. . Among the notables ·include:- tOp·ranked North ~Carolina, third-ranked George
Mason~ fifth-tanked ·California, and _ sixthranked William &·Maiy. .
.
The Lady Knights ~have ·not spent ari idle
summer. Five players, including two-time AllAmerican-Miche}le Akers, (who Coach Jim
.:.......~.;..o.;.;..--..i
··
Rudy'calls the best fem~e player in the coun...
,:
try) Jean, Varas, Amy Allmann, Sandy Carter
and freshman Karen Richter all participate~~ Ellie Gol~mbiewski and ihe rest of the Lady Knights head into this season with
.
. .
.
- . -. . : .
· ..
in the National Sports Festival held in .North
Carolina in July: · ·
·
· ~op~s of rn~k1ng th~. NCAA _playoffs.- ~e Lady Knights found the~selves
Coupled with that experience i~. the. jritan- denied a playoff positron last year; despite the fact the team was ranked 8th
in the .nation in Division I. ·Armed with senior ·leadership a·nd experienced
. SEE WOMEN PAGE 15 . players, the Lqdies will be making the postseason run in the Fall. · ,. .
··
·
·

plays offensively only he can run. · .
"He's a bonified NFL prospect, and I've
<;:ENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
got a feelii;ig we'll be watching him·play for
· a long time." "Bernard is a · great re· Bernard Ford, wide receiver and a UCF ceiver," .·Rick _Stockstill, the receive~s
football captain, is more thanjust the deep coach, said. "He'll provide the offense a lot
threat for the Knight's o~ense in their of speed on th~ outside.
"The main thing that Bernard,, will
drive for. the Division II national champicontribute for UCF will be his leadership.
onship.
.
.
Ford, With his '4.4 speed in the 40, was He has to do a good job o( providing leadUCF's deep threat last year in leading the ership for us this year. If he can, do that,
team in touchdown receptions with 8 and that will outweigh and mean more to us
than catclfing.60 balls. He's one ·o(our six
yards per catch with a 21.8 average.
"My goal for this season is -very simple: captairis." ·
"Bernard has a big heart," quarterback
the national championship," Ford said. .
Darin'. Slack, the man who ~ll be passing
"Anything otherwise is. unsatisfactory."
Many UCF coaches and players look tO. to Ford this year, said. "He can push it
,• :·
Ford to be the key leader in th~ Knigh~s :when it gets tough. .
"His leade~ship ability is what this
. drive to success. ·
'. ·
"He does more for the team than any- team is goirigto be looking for both on the
body else," Gene McDowell, the UCF head field in his ~bility to run and catch passes
football coach, said. "He's blocked 10 and in his ability to take charge of a situ-.
punts since he's been here. He's our best ation ~hen the going gets tough."
Ford came to UCF from Cordele, Georwi~e receiver, . and we run som~ special
by Scott Broden

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE .

· The UCF men's soccer-team
faces ·its toughest. schedule
ever while·atte:tnpting to reach
·the NCAA tournament for the
first time in the team's history.
·Of the 18 games slated for
the year, 14 .~e B;gainst regionally ·or nationally ·ranked
·teams. ·Among the not~bles
are George Ma,son, William &
Mary, and top-tanked North
Carolina. · The Knights ·. defeated George Mason and ..
North Carolina, both top-10
: - teams at the time, last year.
Bu<!get problems,.howeyer,
-~~ve kept UCF from p~ay~gmore . top clubs. Accordmg to
. Coac~ Jim Rudy: "Lack of a
::. budget prohibits us from play- .
: ing against perennial ·powerho~ses Jµre·P~~· .Even Nova . ·
U mvers1ty, a D1vis10n II school
in South Florida, has twice the
soccer-budget than our univer- .
.
sity."
· , ·. gia, where he was voted to the All Middle- · U nfor.tunately, many estab· Georgia, Football team ~d to three All' lished schools (and even the
State track teams.
NCAA selection committee)
~- Ford said his success in track is what look upon the UCF team as a
taught him to be the sprinter he has been . stepchild, but Rudy has taken
in football.
.
t~e team through ·great
· "The honors i;n high school were all _ lengths to prove the "estabfine, and I feel pretty-good about them,". lished hierarchy" 9f soccer
Ford said, "but I rea~ly don't think about . wrong.
.
it all that much. ·
Scoring goals should not be
"fm not thi,nking too much about in di- . a p·roblem. Th~ front lines.are
~dual goals. Of _90urse I'd like to see comprised · of Ryan B.a ttle,
myselfcatch theballforoverl,OO'Q yardj, Warren Russ, Smokey
60 or 70 balls and catch 15 or 20 touch- ~chmidt,MarkLamb,IanGill,
downs, but in order for me to be success- Paul Innerarity, and Shaun
· ful, this team _has to have a grea£ year.
·sprung, all experi~nced 'play."Helping the team to achiev~ success is .ers in Coach Rudy's attacking
. my main goal. Anything else that comes style· of play. .
along is going to be .like cake."
The goal is manned by All_ Ford said he ·ch·ose UCFpecause of the South sel~ction Dan Cordia
influence .of head football coach, Gene
The biggest problems are in ,
McDowell.
·
the defender positions. Due to
S.E~
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·A recQp of last year's exploits and a look ahead
England and Washington, re- squad's leading scorer.
Volleyball: Coach Lyn
spectively.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Men's Soccer: The men's King led her squad to a 15-23
soccer squad, led by goal- regular season record. HowAsUCFjourneysintoanew . keeper Dan Cordia and ever, in the New South
athletic season, it is a · good midfielder Ian "Gill, posted a Women's Athletic Conference
time to review the exploits of record of 9-5-1, but were not postseason toum~ment, the
last year's UCF squads.
invited to the NCAA's postsea- Lady Knights rose up to take
Football: Last year's foot- son bash. Coach Jim Rudy saw the championship from Stetball team, led by head coa~h his men start well with wins son behind the stellar play of
-Gene McDowell, started off over North Carolina and 16th• Jill Savage and Terri Hinton,
with a 26~14 victory over Be-- ranked George Mason. The both who made the All-Conferthune-Cookman in The Cen- Knights were also victorious ence first team.
tral Florida Classic. The team . over arch-rival Rollins.
Cross Country: Coach
went ~n 19 post impressive
,Women's Soccer: Rudy Dana Martin sa\Y his Knights
wins· over Valdosta State·and once again P1:1lled double duty finish third in the sta~ meet.
Men's Basketball: Phil
Murray State while dropping a by coaching the Ladies to a 1533-23 deci~ion to Georgia 3-1 r~cord and a ranking of 8th . Carter's squad won the most
Southern. The Knights were . in the nation. However, NCAA games ever as a UCF Division
ranked in the Division II Top politics kept the Lady Knights I squad when they compiled a
20 poll twice during t11e sea- out of postseason play. Goalie 12-15 record. Senior center
son, reaching a high of 18th. _Amy Allmanncompiledagoals John Friday set a single-seaRunning·back Elgin Davis and against average of .61 7, while son record for blocked shots
wide receiver Ted Wilson were Mi~helle Akers racked up 14 . when he swatted away 69 atdrafted by NFL teams New goals and 12 assists to be the tempts. Sophomore' forward
Staff Report

Ray Charles has a disability. Yet
his abilities have enriched us all.

"35 inillion disabled
Americans want the
same things you want
out of life!'
We want to use our abilities to the
Because this· is the Decade of
fullest. We want to participate. That
Disabled Persons, the National Organimeans being able to.get in arid out of · tation on Disability urges us all to lend
places you want to go if you use a wheela hand right in our own community.
-chair; having signs in braille; getting
Let's putourabilitiestogethersoall
extra help to do the job you really want
Americans gain.
To find out bow ~ou can get involved, call this telephone number now:

1-800-248-ABLE
********

the baseball team suffered
through an up-and-down season, finishing with a 33-27 .
mark. The highlight of the
diamond season came when
the Knights beat top-ten
power Florida State, 8-5, at the
UCF Baseball Complex.
Tennis: The men's squad·
finished with a 10-10 mark
under Randy Romero. The
Lady Knights finished second
in the New South Women's
Athletic Conference Tournament with head coach Brent
Wellman being named
NSWAC "Coach of the Year."
Golf: Coach bale Wilson,
coaching both the men's and
women's squad, saw the Lady
Knights finish sixth in the
Ryder/Florida State Championships in Miami while the
men finished in a first-place tie
in the UCF Golf Classic.

Pat Crocklin led the team in
scoring with a 13.3 points per
game average, while junior
forwardStanHaithcocknailed
down 34 percent of his threepoint tries on the way to his
-average of8.2 ppg.
Women's Basketball: A
-Knightmare ·for the Ladi~s,
they finished with a 3-22 regiilar season record and the resignation of head coach Nancy
Little. Senior guard DeAnn
Craft averaged 20.~ points per
game and led the nation in
free-throw percentage, hitting
on 92.2 percent of her charity
shots. The La<;ly Knights were
eliminated in the first round of
, the NSWAC conference tournament.
Base~all: A year after Jay·
Bergman's club ran off a 28game winning· streak on the
way to posting a 46-13 mark,

MILLIONS o·FPEOPLE
GET MORE SECURITY:

·. ·WITH THEIR .

SOCIAL SECURITY.·
. Ask your friends What they like about

EPOSll
FOR 20 MIWON PEOPLE, IT'S MONEY IN ~THE BANK. ·

* *.

Celehl'.ate Safely.~.

~IClli

IP!

•

*******************
FLORIDA COALITION FOR AUTO SAFETY NOW

.Dotltcompete.
· · with a ·
·Kaplan student
. . be one.-· - ·
Why? Consider thiS: More students
increase their scores after taking a Kaplan
prep course than after taking anything else.
Why? Kaplaris test-taltjng techniques
and educational programs have 50 years
of experience behind them . We"lmow
students. And we know what helps boost ~
their confidence and scoring potential.
· So if you need preparation for the: LSAT,.
GMAT, MCAT, GRE, DAT, ADVANCED
MEDICAL BOARDS,TOEFL, NURSING
BOARDS, NTE, CPA,INTRO.-TO LAW,.
SPEED READING,or others, call us.
Why be at a disadvantage?

·!KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTERLTD.

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Fl~ . .
(305) 678-8400

Classes Formil)g Now!

Great Salads
• - Enormous Deli· ·
Sandwiches
• _G ourmet Specials
Mouthwatering ..
Homemade ·
Cheesecake
Live Entertainment ·
ev,ery Friday anq . ·
Satu~day_ night _ ·.

"THE BEST FOOD .
IN TOWN!!"

COLLEGE
NIGHT

[i1

N•] I

1

.

VISA•

I

OPEN: M -S 11 AM - MIDNIGHT SAT 6 PM - MIDNIGHT
To Go Orders Gladly Accepted- - Call 677-4169
L~cated in the University Square Shopping Center on the corner of

. University Blvd. & Goldenrod Rd. Winter Park, Florida
"''
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gible factor of senior leadership, which is an important
facet of college teams when
critical games hang in the balance. This year's senior leadership will be provided for by
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DOING ANYTHING 'AFTER SCHOOL?
How about an exciting canoe, back pack or raft-trip while
helping yourself and others grow and earning undergraduate
credits, job experience, and a good saiary at the same time?
l!l!l:lililll

•

-

ID~ll!l'I

decided to play again, and his renewed enthusiasm for the game may have launched him to a
starting defender spot.

~////....,.../////....,...////A~

o;,o

beginning of a season is that
every team in the country
starts with identical records.
With Coach Rudy's vast experience, and an explosive offensive team backed by Amy Allmann (who's goals against
average last season was a
miniscule .61 7) in goal, the
Lady Knights have a good
chance of creating a lot ofnoise
in the NCAA tournament.

~

growth

trends

~ Call
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market
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WOMEN

Central

Florida
Career
:

Ii

101

· Akers, Varas , Carter, ,Mary
Schultz, and Sandy Carter.
· It is important for the Lady
Knights to get off to a strong
start in order to contend for a
tournament bid. Unfortunately, nagging injuries are
attempting to slow the team
down before the season
opener.
The great thing about -the

1•••'••11
INTERNSHIPS ALSO AV Al LAB LE!
If
you have the dedication, desire, and commitment to help
··~·-

graduation and academic ineligibility, there
A big match for UCF will come on Sept. 7,
are no returning defenders. There are a hand- when the Knights travel to North Carolina to
ful of transfers vying for starting berths.
play the Tarheels. This could prove to be the
Perhaps the most compelling story belongs to most important test of the season for the unJames Reid. A senior, Reid played as a fresh- ·proven defense. If the defense remains sound,
man forward in 1984, but stayed away for two the Knights could ~every occupied come NCAA
,years to·concentra~ on studies. This year he tournament time.

• ROUNOBALL TRYOUTS
Anyone interested in trying
. out for the UCF men's basketball team must attend a meeting to be held at 6:30 p.m. Sept.
1. The meeting will be held in
Coach Phil Carter's basketball
office in the Education Building.

We aie looking for dedicated counselor/teachers to work with emotionally
problemed children year-round. Openings in Florida, North Carolina, Rhode
Island, Vermont and New Hampshire. ·
EOEM/F

l~i1 ~it~~'1n~).'1

-

children in need, we -are interested in helping you with the opportunity to do so.

If y9u're not to busy...
(to make a difference)

• WOMEN'S TENNIS
An organizational meeting
for anyone interested in trying
out for the women's tennis
team will be held at 6·:30 p.m.
Aug. 27 in the Wayne Densch
Sports Center. For more information, contact Kathy Pell or
Randy Romero at 275-2928.
• KAPPA SIG RUN
Members of Kappa Sigma
fraternity will seek to raise

SAVERS

for students interested in
trying oµt for the UCF Cheerleading Squad. A total of six
men and five women will be
selected. The clinic dates are
Sept. 3, 4, and 8 from 4:30 p.m.
to 6 p.m . in the UCF Gym.
Cheerleacling tryouts will
be held Sept. 9. For more information, contact Linda Gooch
.at 365-4227.

$2,000 by delivering the game
football to Orlando from Daytona Beach in time for the
opening kickoff of The Central
Florida Classic.
·Kappa Sigma spokesman
Christopher Moyson said:
"Our goal is to raise $2,000 in • GATE-CRASHERSI
The UCF Athletic Depart- ·
support of the UCF football
program. We are askingfor the ment has announced that the
community's support in the 'dinner/auction supporting
UCF athletics wilf be called
form of a donation."
For additional information, "Bugsy's Gate-Crasher!" in
or to make contributions, call honor of form.e r UCF booster
Bugsy Engelberg. Engelberg
657-7449.
died last month. The event is
scheduled for March 1988 at
• CHEERLEADING INFO
A training clinic will be held the Cheyenne Saloon.

DRUG .MART

SUMMIT

PEPSI

.A!fttel®PENS

PA-PER
'TOWELS

99¢ea.

ALL QUICKER CLICKER PENCILS

0.5 mm & 0. 7 mm .------$1.49
Superball Pen ------~------ ,49¢
Super_
-Fine PENTEL ---39¢
Fountain PENTEL ------69¢
ALL OTHER PENTEl PENS ·
DISCOUNTED

49 ~

2 LITERS

TvLENol

'EVERYDAY

acetJmmopn:·n CAPLETS

SALINE
BUY1
GET ONE

ONLY

FREE $3.99
(50 count size)

PHONE:
HOURS:

(305) 275-1556
9:30 - 8:00 M-F
9:30 - 6:00 Sat
10:00 - 3:00 SUN

15

(12 oz. siz-e)

SAVERS DRUG MART
11636 E. Colonial Drive·
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32817
(Next to Piggly Wiggly)

-SAVING YOU MONEY

PRICES IN EFFECT
Aug. 25 to Sept. 1
WE WELCOME

(ll)CEJ

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LMLT QUAMTIJJES . _. ---

•
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standing where I am today.
"The success that I've had all turns around and
goes
back to him. He's been a friend; he's been my
FROM PAGE 13
coach; he's been like a brother to me. Words can't
explain what he means to me in this game. However
ford's high school coach, Ferrell Henry, a team- far I go in this game, I feel like he has a big part to do
mate ofMcDowell's at Florida State, introduced Ford with it."
'
to McDowell when Bernard was just a sophomore in
Ford said he was thinking about trying something
high school. It was the same year Ford's father died. else after his first year here. "I had the worst season
"The death of my father still hurts," Ford said. "It I probably ever had since I've been playing football,"
was six years ago now, and I really have not got over Ford said. "I wa·s really down on myself."
it yet. Each day that goes by , I'm always thinking
However, Stockstill talked Ford intO .staying at
about it. I really wish that he could be here, and see UCF during that summer and helped him improve.
what I'm doing now."
"NQ matter what time of the day or night it was, he
Ford.said that his high school coach and McDowell was there," Ford said. "He was always out there
were like father figures to him when he was 15.
showing me little pointers and things I could take
"They .s tepped in at a time that I needed someone advantage of.
to look up to, sQmeone to respect," Ford said, "and it's
"All I had to d9 was just call him. It doesn't seem
worked out really · well. I can't say it's been easy like much, but that's the big tul"Il:around as far as my
because it.hasn't, but if I had to do it all over again, career has come. He's the reason for it."
I wouldn't change a thing."
Ford also has been aided by Mike Kruczek, the
McDow~ll invited Ford when he was just 15 to a
UCF offensive coordinator.
Florida State camp sess~on when McDowell was the ·
"Coach Kruczek has been around the pros (He was
linebackers coach there.
· a backup tO Terry Bradshaw on the Steelers), and he ·
"McDowell's role has been one of the biggest roles
of not just my career," Ford said, "but through a part
of my life because he stepped in and was a friend to me
'Tve got tunnel visio.n about ...
when I was a sophomore in high school
"He's been an inspiration ill my life. I was pretty leading this team to a national
good in high school ~d had some qualities and.
credentials going my way to attend a major college. championship."
"But I really didn't care whether McDowell was at
Florida St., UCF or anywhere. I just wanted to play
-B~rnard Ford,
for hitri, and that's the biggest reason I came to UCF."
UCF wide receiver
McDowell acknowledged that Ford has been more
than just a player to him.
"Bernard's like most of these other boys to ,me,"
McDowell said. "I've tried to help mamas and daddies knows po~ntial," Ford said.
.
raise these younguns. I've treated him like a son. I
"His job as the offensive coordinator is to get the
ball to me so I can display what I hav~ learned from
feel like he's a good part of the family."
Since Ford has been a Knight, all of the UCF Coach Stockstill. Kruczek is like the nucleus of
what's going on."
coaches have been a strong influence on him.
"They care about how far the athletes go," Ford
Ford has also worked hard with fellow captain and
said,' "because it reflects them, so I feel like if I do starting quarterback Darin Slack. Ford said he has
well, and with them being my teacher·s and mentors; admired Slack for what he has had to face from fans
they'll look good, too." .
and media for the past two years in competing for the
Ford said-Stockstill in particular has helped hiin. quarterback position.
Ford said, "If it weren't for Coach Stockstill instill"I will always have confidence in Darin," Ford said,
ing confidence he. saw in me that I didn't see, by "because I have worked with him for three years, and
making me believe that I had the potential to be I know what to expect from him. You have to admire
whatever I wanted to be, I probably wouldn't be the guy. ·He's hanging tough, and n~w he~s on top.

FORD

"I hope we can hook up and be something that goes
down in the history ofUCF."
Ford was also influenced by three of his teammates from last year who are now trying out for the
NFL: tailback Elgin Davis (New England), fullback
Aaron Sam (Cleveland) and especially wide receiver
Ted Wilson (Washington).
I do feel like they are going to make it, and it has
an impact on me," Ford said.
"Teddy (Wilson) did well at UCF, so people will
expect me to do :well. And when I do well, people will
expect the next receivers do\vn the line~ do well. It's
like a chain reaction. Everybody's going to help each
other."
Despite the focus on football, Ford said his studies
are still most important to him.
"When my eligibility ends in April, fll only have 20
hours of courses left," Ford, a liberal studies major,
said. "I feel like that's a great accomplishment for me.
"Knowing that I can co~e back to finish my degree
is something that is really important to me, and
something I will accomplish.
"When I obtain my degree, that's something nobody can take away from me. I can always use that.
Football can only go ·so far; it's limited, and there's
always the possibility of injury."
_
Ford said he has few other interests besides football and his studies. "Football and sch~ol will get 100
percent of my time, and girlfriends and social activities will wait. I'm young; I've got the rest of my life to
do that."
Ford said he owes most of his success to his
mother.
,
"She is a real emphasis on my life as far as school,
,football or anything is concerned," Ford said. "She's
the person that I get my strength from.
_
"She · is the intestinal fortitude that I have.
Through her,' I've learned all of these things at a very ·
young age. It sticks with you throughout life. She's
been my support when I needed that person, that
mom, to talk to. She's the nucleus of everything.
"I want to be successful for a lot ofreasons.-But she
is the biggest reason because I want to feel like I'm
giving something back."
Ford will be playing in hif? last season before his
mother and many of·the people who have influenced
him.
Ford said his goals are .simple: ~rv~ got tunnel
vision about this season in leading this team to a
natfonal championship. Ifl can do that, that would be.
the pinnacle of my college career." ' "

.
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An arm or leg iniury requiring hospitalization could mean well over
$1,000 in unexpected costs if you're without health insurance. UCF
St~dent Health Service provides no- hospitalization or emergency
,room benefits, and many parent plans discontinue coverage for
dependents at age 21.
But for less than one half of one semester's tuition -$22.92 per inonth ·
- a single student can obtain group coverage worldwide from UCF
for up to $25,00Q per illness or injury. . .
Protect yo1:1rself from unexpected
college career.

los~es

that could fripple your

Insurance

Service

(-V)

(-V)

(-V)

( )

Emergency
Coverage

(-V)

Dependent
Coverage

" (-V)

.

( )

( )

.,

'

( )

1 •

- Don't gamble an arin and leg on your education.

.... • .. •

'

•

~

f

' . . . __ .,._ • • .,_.

CALL: (800) 28-2-5635
(800) 821-7899

..
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-
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So~e random thoughts ·&om the
Lyn King's volleyball team will be on
js being done in preparation for entry in
sports world:
the hot seat as the defending ·confer- ·
1989-90 season.
UCF Athletics: This fall could be ence champions of the New South~
For a few year~, .with the addition of
the start of something really big. Both Women's Athletic Conference. new expansion teams, you'll see the
UCF s9ccer te·a ms have the potential to
As the leaves start to turn color~ look
· effects of a· dilution of talent m·-the
be included in. the NCAA postseason for the Knights to be raking in the
~BA Eventually, this will adjust it- ,
playoffs, provided that the NCAA profits of'good sports fortune.
self, but for a while the total caliber of
doesn't shaft them again this· season: · Molitor's $treak: rve heard a back to the dugout, sits down, ·stiffens play will decrease. Orlando will be too
CoachJimRudy,oneofthetopathis number of.·coinments on both sides of up, gets back up, hits ....you've got the excited to notice.
-profession, can bring out the best in his· the fence_ aboµt Milwaukee's Paul idea.
--One other thing, dealing with the
players. Be sure to catch so~e soccer. Molitor and his ·recent hitting streak, · Add - in intensive media pressure cheating in baseball. I~ the Aug. 24
matches this fall, because .you'll s~ which as of Sunday had reached 38 over the streakandit'seven morediffi- issue of The Sporting News, corresponsome of the best athletes, not to men- games.
cult. Molitor is truly doing a Herculean dent Peter Pascarelli put it best, saytion the best socc~r players, in the
Some · coµiplain he has it 'easier, job. ·
, ing, "When som~one homers, you check
nation.
.
_because ~he pitching ar_ound the league
As for the pitching in baseball, I his bat. When someone .s trikes out, you
Then there is the foptQall team. The } is ~dmittedly poor. Others complain have no defense there. It really is bad. check the ball. And when someone.
Knights have a realistic chance to grab that, as a designated hitter, Molitor · Expan~ion .talk for baseball at this slumps, some people want to chec~ his
the NCAA Division. II championship: . only has to worry about hitting, thathe point is ridiculous, because there aren~t urine.
The defense is solid, and if the offense. doesn't tire himselfin the field.
_enough good pitchers to go around now
"At any rate, 1987 might be the ye_a r
can rise up to emulate l~t year's powWell my 'two cents worth says that as it is.
·
. · _ ·
that baseball changes its theme song
erhous~, or be even better, the Knights· Molitor µiay have it easier by-not going
Odds and ,e nds: Speaking of expan- from 'Take Me Out to the Ball Game' tp
will be known as a Division II power- out in"the field, ~ut that he also doesn't sion, it's becQme awfully quiet · ~ince 'Your'Cheatin' Heart. m
house. Maybe we'll even win homecom-· get any extra exercise. ·T his means as a Orlando 'got its NBA basketball franGood point, Pete. Until next. time, -ing this year.
·
.d~sign~te~ hitter he g~es up, hits, goes , chise. All the behind-the-scenes work gang...

We nee<l a Peace Corps volunteer. · ·
Call us at 1-~00-424-8580, Ext. 93.

Peace,Corps.
h toughesl job }'OU'U ewt'kM. -

Get help ~ith . .

_Getting ·R eady· .for th~ CLAST · -,
· Reading, Writing, Essay, ,M athematics
. The 1987-editlon Includes Instruction-and sample tests ·created
using the latest state CLAST ~pacifications. You'll discover where
·
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
·
·
. .
Ask for It at your bookstore.

~

=

H&H Publishing CorriPany,

l~c::

:

·_ •._ Reporr Cqvers
~ Highlighter$
. · • Typing Pq:per
·· . ·· ·Back Packs ·

.- • • 3'Ml. • ~

v~~;~~;trn
BUNKER HILL
PLAZA

'

• 5°/o OFFJ ..:iqu.Qr·& Wine -with · · ..
· Stud~n~ l.D. , ·
• 1Oo/o OFF Any p~rchase of 4 bottle.s ·
• 15°/o Of'.F Case or more of Liquor
_(mjxin,g ~mter~nt brands available)
~ Wil~ special orde.r for parties
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that if I had been in shape, I could,have stayed with the towel after that pra~ce, but on the third practiee
them.
, .
.·
session, I rose again from my bruised ribs to workout
CENTRAL FLORI.DA .FUTURE
.
Wrestling became defunct at UCF in 1986, but it - with the Bi$hop Moore wrestlers.
still existed in my mind.
_·
The kids were good enough not,to rough me up too
_
In July, Uumed 25. At 25, I decided I was·tired of _much at ·my request because of my ribs and all;
English assignment number o~e: what did I do
during my summer vacation?
·
·
wonderingju,st how good I ~ould have been or could be having bruised ribs felt like.t he upper-halfofmy body
I wrestled in the Sunshine ·state Games in mid- in·wrestling. So I either had to forget about wrestling, falling off. The kids were all right at the Bi~hop Moore
July. It was the first time I wrestled competitively or wrestle agaiii. I figured if Pete Rose in his mid- camp. At my former high school, the kids came down
since I was a senior at Manatee High School in 1981. · forties could br-eak Ty Cobb's record of career hits,·I on a guy the hardest when they thought he was.down
·.
- . and out. And I figured I could expect the same from
I had wre$tled a few times non-competitively, and could stil) wrestle at the age or 25.
-other than throwing my brothers down a half-dozen
So I wrestled in the Sunshine State games.
the wrestlers I was to face at the Sunshine State
. times in sibling scrap·s, I had been thrown to the niat _. The first problem I had was getting myself a pair Games.
,
-_ about a couple of doz~n times in practice sessions ofwrestlirigshoes. Mymotheraccidentallythrewout
The next day, I was in St. Petersburg, where the
with collegiate wrestlers.
"
.
th~ last pair.I had hung up in the closet six years ago. tournament was held _July 15 tol 9. A Greco-Roman
I was a good 'Wrestler in high school, and since then ·sQ I went to.a mall and shelled out $30 for wrestling , tournament _(where grabbing only the opponent's
·
.
. .
.
_
upper body such as ribs) was scheduled for the first
I have often wondered how good I could have been if shoes.
I had mainly cQncentrated -on wrestling instead of
The next problem concerned how to get to the day with a freestyle tournament (grabbing anything)
football.
·
.
: ..
~urnarnent and where to stay. I called up Bill Grant,
to follow the next two days.
-I •never started on ·my varsity football team, but ·1 an old friend I could beat back in liigh school.
· Each tournament's top three placers. in each
went 12-4 wrestling ih the 220 powj.d weight class. _
He was just a 150-pound freshman when I was a weight class were giiaranteed to win a medal CountFurth~rmore, I missed,an opportunity ofmaking it tO senior in high school, but now he is a 230-poun_
d bulky ing ~yself, only three entered in-the Greco-Roman
· - thestatetournamentwhenllosttoaguybyonepoint guy who officiates at Wrestling tournaments. He tournamenithefirstday.Ireallydidnot·wanttotake
at a regional toumaJDent; I should have.been able to knows his wrestling and can whip me good, but he no home a third place medal out of three people. I c6-uld
beathim, butlmadeadumbmove,aChinesewizard. longer competes.
·
just imagine telling people how _I did.
The top four wrestlers in each weight class made it to
. Bill was kind enough to give· me a ride to St.
"How did you do?"
·
_state,.including the guy I should have beaten.
:Petersb\J.rg, where his family lives, and to give me a
"I took.third."
'· Then I wrestled·in an off-season high school wres- place to stay during.the weekend of the t'oumament. · ~at's good. Out of how many people?"
The next pr oblem w:as finding people to work out
"Three." ·
·
,
tling tournament. I lost to a guy I should have beaten
· in the finals of the tournament when I made another .- with to get ready for_the. tournament. I knew that
The first of my two matches, I wrestled a former ·
dumb move: I tripped; After that I figured I would many collegiate and ex-collegiate .wrestlers would be collegiate wrestler and present coach of Clearwater
hang up my wrestlirig shaes. __
·
there, so I did not want to be th~ easiest ofprey or end High School, a dominant wrestling team in Florida. . .
He was built like Goliath, and I feared him pinning· However, I have never bee~ able to shake my past up in the hospital. I needed to practice._
I found out that. Bishop Moore High School was me in 10 seconds. I stayed with him for 30 seconds,
-and thoughts of just how good I could }lave be~n.
My wrestling-past is part of why I chose to ·attend practicing for the state games, so I went to their Jast and then he pinned me. To add insult to my getting
UCF back in the fall of 1985. I knew UCF. had -a three w~rkouts just before the tournament started. pinned, ·my former high school coach, Phil Upton, sat
wrestling program.
·
·
Coach Randy Jessee,_a former UCF wrestler, and 20 feet away from whe.re my back stuck to the mat.
_I dia not ·go out -for the team, though. I was -his assistant at the Bishop Moore wrestling camp, My coach told me I wrestled better than he thought I
aboutlOO pounds overweight at the time, and I had John Rouse, coach, of Winter Park High School and would.
··
·
found out that UCF had a top-notch collegiate Wl'es- · former coach and wrestl~r at UCF, b_oth encouraged
Then I saw Goliath pin a redhead, ~he other guy in ·
tier in the unlimited .weight class named Paul me to work out with their kids ~
my weight class, in 10 seconds. I was pinned in ~out
Neuner. At23, ldidnot want to be just some.tackling
Their·kids worked me over in the first practice 40 seconds, and I knew that 40minus10 ineant that .
-dummy for a wrestling stud.
session~ They · gave me a black eye and assorted
I had a chance to beat the redhead.
·So I wrote about the team for The Cemral Florida scratches and bruises. I wondered after that first
I almost pinned the redhead in the first period, and
· Future instead.Nearseason'send,Ididworkoutone workout,ifboyscouldbeatmeupasinuchastheydid, then I almost lost in the second for grabbing the
day with a couple of the wrestlers, not counting what could the -~en at the state games do to me.
redhead's· legs; leg-grabbing cost .points in Greco· .Neuner. His ab;;ence mattered not because .Hal
The next day I found out when I practiced with Roman. I held on to win, andfeltgreat. I only wished
CrowleyandVicPistonethrewmearoUJ1dlikeapiece · Jessee for aboutlO seconds. He bearhugged'me ~d
of meat anyway. In my own mind, I made the exctµ;e severely}:>ruised my ribs. I thought about throWingin ·
SEE WRESTLING PAGE 19

by Scoff Broden

ADVERTISEMENT

But can even one sue~ as HE fill the 20 League Nay, gentle reader! · For despite_his FORMIBoot~ of a SPORTS EDITOR, PHOTO . DABLE and COMPLETE MASTERY of the
EDITOR, NEWS. REPORTER,- PHOTOGRADEADLY HAND-TO-HAND KILLING ARTS,
PHER or an ADVERTISING SALES REPRE~is fable manners are atrocious, and quite
SENTATIVE of THE CENTRAL FLORIDA
frankly, we'd rather ~o _without his' kind ~round
FUTURE?!.
here I

HOWEVER ... if YOU have the desire to master the

;-

I'

~

..

AWESOME SKILL~ of a Sports Editor, Photo
Editor, Ad Rep, News· Beporter or Photographer, journey POST-HASTE to the Editorial
Offices of THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE. The skills (and Ca$h1) you acquire will
serve .you well throughout your life!
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WRESTLING
FROM PAGE 18

•
•

.a

my coach had f!Ot missed me winning
that match.
·
.
The next day, three people, including myself, entered in ·the freestyle
tournament in the 220-pound weight
class. My first opponent was built like
a bearded munchkin, and I felt confident I could bring home two secondplace medals. The match started, and I
continually landed on top of the
munchkin onlyto somehow find myself
continually being rolled over onto my
back. With 30 seconds to go in the
match and with the score tied, we both
made moves, and I landed on top of his
back. Again, he somehow managed .tO
roll me onto my back. He pinned me
with one second left in the match.

i;RQM PAGE 13
are out there will be ready. As
to whether they will have good
·
ability, time will tell.
Q: Last year, yQu used
two different ·quarterbacks
~
(Darin Slack and Tony
Lanham shared the quar~
terbacking for the Knights
• · and Lanham chose not to
return to th1s year's team).
This year, will you only be
using Darin Slack?
A: If Darin Slack is the
starting quarterpack, he'H
play the whole game as long as
he is doing well.
Q: What kind of leader~

The munchkin later told _me I was was a pin.
I was pinned three times in two
l!is first victory in all three years that
he has been competing as a wrestler. days, three times more than my coach
That made me feel pretty low. I must of saw me pinned when I was a senior in
have made his decade. Oh well, at least high school. All three times my oppothe munchkin was a nice guy to talk to. nents hit me with a move, a head throw,
Later I watched the munchkin lose, that I could not be pinned with my
15-7, against some brick wall who told senior year, yet a move I defeated half
ine he was a collegiate wrestler from - the people I beat then. It did not seem
Buffalo. The brick wall was almost like wrestling was like riq.ing a bike;
pinned a couple of times when the something was rusty from my old
munchkin rolled him onto his back, too. moves.
Later I asked my coach how my 18But the brick wall escaped.
. I did not escape the brick wall. He year-old self would have done against
pinned me in about a minute and a half. the 25-year-old who wrestled in the .
My high school coach refereed the Sunshine State games. He told me the
match. I never thought I would ever get 25-year-old probably did better than
pinned two feet away from my high the 18-year-old would have done for
school coach. My friend, Bill Grant, told maturity purposes, assuming 1- am
. Upton he thought it was ruled a pin too more mature at 25. That only leq me to
quickly. Upton responded thatit might think that I was ~ever any good to
have been_ru~ed a pin tOo quickly but begin with.
Now I am back in Orlando with two
there was no doubt in·his mind that it

ship do you expect from
Darm Slack this year?
·
A: Well he's one of the cap;.
tains. You expect a lot ofleadership out of senior captains. ·
Q: What do you think
Darin will mean · to the
team this fear?
.
A: It depends on how he
plays~ If he has 11 Murray
State games, (Slack completed
29 of 46 for 422 yards and 3
touchdown passes) he'll mean
a lot to us. Ifhe has 11 Wofford
games (h~ threw ·5 interceptions), he won't be playi;ngvery
long.
Q: UCF has always had a
wide-open offensive style.
Teams with dominating .defenses often ~e a conser-

medals and souvenir T-shirts from the
Sunshine State Games. My wrestling
past still haunts me, for now I wonder
whether· I should finally hang up my
new wrestling shoes, assuming they
will not be accidentally thrown out, or
wrestle again in the next open tournament in FlQrida.
That tournament is scheduled in
April at UCF. It is nine months away.
The same ·amount of time it takes a
fetus to finally be developed enough to
leave the womb.
Some of the wrestlers at the open
told me they spent months, not three
days, pt_:acticing before they went to tlie
Sunshine -State Games. Maybe those
_summer old wrestling shoes of mine .
have nine m9nths of wear ana tear left
in them.
.
And ll}aybe I will be writing a story
of how I spent my Spring Break.

vative ' run-oriented of- sweep and sprint draw and offs?
feilse. Will the .offense con- counter and the play-action
A: I think we will have to
tinue to play its wide-open ·pass, and do what everybody win at least eight games. We
style or go to a nm-ori- criticizes you for on third play five Division I-AA teams,
ented attack? .
. down, and don't throw except and of course the strength of
• A: I'm thinking about that · on third and eight when every- schedule is - considered alright now, and I'll make that body khows you're going to thoughyouhavetowinsomeof
decision the week of the Be- throw it.
·
those games. Ifwe can win 3 of
thune-Cookman
game Q:What are your goals for the· 5 I-AA games and all but
whether or not to pull it in and this year's football team?
one of the others, 8-a-would do
just be real conserv~tive with
A: To go 14-0 and to wiq the 'it for us. At 9-2, I think we
our offense. If I realize that Division II national champion- would be a cinch. We have a
we're not going to be dynamic ship. If our offense gets going,_ football team that's going to be
offensively and able to be good then we Will be good eri.ough to ·competitive because of the dewith the wi.de-open style, then do it. We're going to have three fense and the kicking game. If
we'll pull in our horns and play to five cliffh~ngers that cah go the offense is better than it
conservative football and hope either way, and we're going-to - fooks.lilte it's going to be, than
our defense and kicking game have to win every cliffhanger we will have a good chance to
can win it for us. We might to go undefeated.
win· all of our games.
have to look like the UniverQ: What will it take to get
sity of Georgia anc}. run the into the Division II play- -
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The Bookstore.buys used books at
50 percent of their new price_and
sells theni back to students at 75
percent of their new price. Not a
veiy f~ deal, wouldn't you. say?.

· · ~ ..At ihe B~ok Ex~hange, yo~ can ·
· llllJ..l51 ·sell a used book for 62.5 -percenf of
its new price, .t hereby .making more
rnoney than the Bookstore will give
you.
Because we. don't tack on any
profit, the book~ we sen''a re .
cheaper than the Bookstore's
}Vhadda bargain!
.

.

-

WHERE: Student Organizational Lounge
·wilEN: 10-a.m. to 5 ~.m.

August

24~28

Specializing In Stacke9 High

. , •SOBS • SANDWICHES ~
· •BBQ • SALADS
For Your -

PARTY• THE BEACH
flCNIC • MEETINGS
··

SURFWEAR •BEACHWEAR-• STREETWEAR
BODYBOARDS
.SURFBOARDS
· BY:
BY:

GetAPart~Sub-2'-4'-6'
~

(24

H~.

Notice Please)

.

. ' • NATURAL A R-T

• ~ W ATER R ocKE.TS

. • M oREY B oaGIE

. • EASY RIDER
---..
• BOLT
. ...
....

-

..

• B REAK A WAY
'

• JIM P HILLIPS
.

.

[El ·Ff:111 Stock· ~us~om. Orders ·_Ding Rel?air

·1a1111•<1•11t1i1a;
...

1

J.

· $25.: 00 CHECK lJB
~,.

i

...

. .Includes: . .
• lnitial"_ ~xam· . .
• ,2 .Bitewing X~Rays
.
• Clea~ing & Polishing ... ·..
(UCF'S Football Team Dentist)

Geo

.9~

A an _

. ·o .

~
.

COMPLETE HAIR CARE SERVICES · . ·
(we use Nexus . & · Sebastian products)

11790 E. COLONIAL DR.
-

_- 282-2101
FAMILY & COSMETIC DENTISTRY

[••JI I · Corner Of AlafaYa Trail-~ Hwi.. 50
v 1S1 •

. llllli,1ll1Jil1-1NC.
2 ·7 7 - 3 1 6 '6

STUDENT DtSCOUNTS
M-W-F: ·10-6

T-TH: 10-7

SAT ~

9-4

NEW ·ADDITION .JO STYLES OF, THE TlMES :.
A MANICURIST WHO PROVIDES SPECIAL
ATTENTION TO PEDICURES AND NAIL TIPS .

.

..

,

